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-~ .At present., var,ious ~echnj,.ques are in 
·use' for.·. PWM inv'ert~rs- .in ac motor drives. This t'\lesis is 
. / .. . 
devoted to the·. analysis and · impleril~n-tation of a newly 
.· . . . 
\ \ propo"sed modulat'ion .technique for inverter op~ration. The 
~. . .. . .. . •, . . 
~. J· · · ... ··-:-'.--- -t:-ec'hnique· known as delta m6dul~tion, h~s b_een · 'used .previously · 
-~.. ' · · .: · ,. .. ,.· ·~ · · .· .. ... . . 
· in-o· voice . . tr~nsmis~i?ri. ·. in inverter. applications, a 'nalog 
• .... ' • • • , · · : • 4 • 
. im~{ementat'ion . of- .DM. has · se~eral ~istl~o.t· . advan~a-ge~ o;er. · . . .:.,. 
. . . \ 
•' . 
other . modal~ tion techniques. Thes.e ax:e easy. impl_~~~?t~ t~.on ,· .. 
•• l · . •• - .......... .:., ~ . · ·' 
inherent' v /f ratio · contr'ol 1 . low ord~r ~arrn~nid . at:,te_nu~t-~0?--..._...._ : . . \ .-- ~~~ ~a:y -~~~onic · :~d commut~tio~ ·:controls. · ·. . ·:. -~------. · ' : 
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In this · .. thesis-, the- delta . niodula.t.ion · ·technique as 
i ' . ' r 
the . applied for invert,er· switching wav·e.f,o~s generation . is 
analyzed. A ·Fourier ~nalysis of the d~ita modutate~;nverter 
output .has be.eb carried.., 'out -in order to study the harmonic 
·The anal.ytica~· t:e~ul ts 
conf i+ms the 
. . . 
advantageous features Qf the delta modulation 
!. . :. . • • 
·. Practical. implementation . of ·the .·. oodulati~n : 
~ . . 
- ~ . . 
~echni~ue. · 
.. 
,qbtain~d in analytical . ~tudies were verified for a . 'sj,ngle 
. phase bri4ge inverter:. o. 
' . . 
,. 
... I Loading ·characteristic-s of a si.ngle phase , .delta 
mod~iated · ~nverter w~re · stud~e~ . ~n~~r dlffe.re~t types of } · 
. ~ ' 
pc:\,ss~y~ and ._dyna~ic loads. · The passive loads ·were ·resistive .· 
• 
and R-;L loads • . The dynamic loads were ·alngle.:phase ' lnduction. 
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..... __ ,,. , .. , ... _ .. ···· ·-·· .... 
! . 
Theoretic'al results are . yeri~ied e·xperimentally for · 
. . ' 
·-
. . 
,. . -~oadiilg charact~·ristics. · .. 
. A mod_ulation .and a ·logic ,c:;!ircuit.·were design.~d· a.J'f(i • 
. ~ r . ( 
. 1·· .i~p~~m,e~;ed -- ~~~:.·. a ;.t.~r.~:e\ pha~e ._ :lnverte-~ · ._ awitchl~g • . · ' The. · 
i ' . iinplementa~ion· o involved ~the desigrj . and . constr.ud:.ion of a 
. n . 
. . !.. three . ph~se .sine re~-e~ence wave . generator-, . a three' phase ' 
. • # . ~ . • . . . . . ; . 
. ~ moduJ.a~i'on cirquit. ·and the 'logic , .c.i~~\l'i\s' for ge_ner:~tion. of. ·-. 
i ·' . propet . sWitching . ~efci';"'S . 0~ the three Phase . • inv~rter • . . 
· / switches.· 0 r ~ · · 
.: 
.. 
\ ·A ·comparison .has .hi!en ,.Ade in the study lM>t;,~en ~; .. y··. ~ . • · . . . 
- · • pr?posed delta mQdula'tion technique and conventiona~ly used . ·. 
·~ . . .. . 
;. . 
. / .. 
·' · 
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: ,This ' chapt:er \ is devoted ~0 an inr£oduction to 
• inverters and 
il 
their ..appl.ications to ac ' moto'r . drives. Th'e 
, 
advances . in · power electronics made i~ possi~le to int:r()duce 
•/ar.ious typ!s• ~f inve\t-~r·s in motor dri~es. ~~· ·two basic 
·types are the ~ol tage source -inverter and tl:le current source 
• . ' r' . .• 
inveri:er. A~.cording · to the need of the appl.ications1 vad:ous . 
controls and -: mo~ifid~tio.ns a.re \ :~..'ncorporated in the ·l::iasic 
circuits. 
0 • 0 
?n~ .9f the ·,. most versatile co~trol techniques is 
the ·· pul.se width ~ · modulation.. (PWM) · technique. - Pres~iltly 
' 'Various .. PjM t.ecllniques \1re in '·use · for : inverter's t 'o drive ' 
... . , ~ 
.. 
motors·.- The aim' of the •present work is a detailed analysis t ·' 
. ~ . . . 
0 • 0 
implementa~ion of a newly proposed delta .·. modulation and the 
i • 
te~bnique '· for invert:~rs for ac . motor. d+ives; ·. ·Thh ~hai?ter_ 
reviews· the siU,co11 control· · ·rectif'ier · (SCR) inver.ters · in~ · 
' particular. 
.. 
1! 1 Intr·oduction 1 
•. Inverters are used -to transfer .erlE~rgy · from de to an 
ac of;' arqi trary frequet:lCY and phase. . More sp~cifically 1 
·.~ . 
' 
these .~re us.ed typical_ly in. drive sys.tems · to provide"' power· . 
' ' I , 
for ad_j us talj>le f~~~uency. ac mdtors 1. ·to regenera·i.~ ener~y · back 
I , . , · --.. 
to ac line .from decelerating· de motors, and -to pump rotor . 
0 • 0 - • - • 0 - ., . 0 
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In non drive systems, these are used to supply 
uninterruptible ac power to computer~ and , to conv~rt energy:,; 
•between ac and de at the terminal of high voltage d'c power 
.transmission line. In large motor drive systems, inverters 
• emp'~oy th~risto:r;s .as .controlled s:~itching ~gates 'to form the 
de:si'red ac waveform~ · Inverters are also used for stan4by 
power. s~pp~ie~ a ,nd fo.r .i~duc;:t.io~ heating~ 
. ' ' ' . . 
Various types · of 'inverter ... circu~ts have been 
developed sq far, the variati~s. were fn'troduced' by . the 
requirements of · load a~d ~o~t ' ef~e"6tive~ess: of inverters. In 
most invertars, it is necessary to control output Yoltage and 
• . , frequency. As the inv.erte,: o.utput is us.ually nonsinusoidal, 
I 
harmonic reduction schemes are · also desired. 
In solid state inverters, both· transistorized and 
• I 
thyristor circuits are used. Thyristor .(SCR) circu';its take 
precetlence where high · power is inyolved. However, other 
things be'ing · \!qu"l, th~re · i.s a genpral preference ~or the use 
of transistors. , This is · prirn~rily be.cause · there\ is no 
commutations . in the transistor· circuits. SCR circuits 
perform well wherever commutation can be successfully 
implement_.. -and maintained. ·At present SCRs have greater 
J 
• powetfhandling capability and 
. \ 




i;.hi~ may change 
eventually with the . evolution. of high ·power· transistors in 
' 
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power handling, _ most inverters and converters for. drive 
systems use the thyristors as . the main .controlling elementJ 
Inverter appli~ations are wide and · increasing. in 
I ' 
all types ·of . applications·. · rn fact, semiconductor devices· 
.have their greatest 'impact in the_. ele_ctric power industry, 
. '· 
especially· on· the technology _of electric mota~ d:riv.es. These 
led to. the widespread· us~ of adjustable ·speed drives, a 
radical .. ~hang_e . in the control and conversion.. .·of. electric 
power .for commercial and· :i,·~dustrial use, and the development 
. . , ' 
of new motor drive systems •. Motor drives proba~ly represent 
' , ,. . 
the largest market for ,power semiconductors. . --Thyristors as 
the means for con\ro1led · rectification was the instrument' for 
the rapid development of motor drives of all types, sizes and 
applications. Like other power. semiconductor circuits, 
inverters find their ·widest,_ applicati~ns in adjustable a C"-""· 
'r' 
motor drives. · Vari'ations of ac · motors' speed can be ~chiev·ed 
most effectively by ~ariai:.ion of voltage and fr~quency of.- the 
'bupply. Presently st•tic controllers for such vari tion are 
. 
·voltage controllers, · cyclocopverters and s. AC 
voltage · controller con~ol · tfe speed to a ~ery lim ~ed range 
. . . . 
0 ' 
by voltage variation o~ly. T~e cyclbconvatter · ircuit is 
limited ·to the · us·e of speed variation 
operation bec.ause of i tea restrictio~s of output· 
f reqU8J'?.CY• As a result, s .tatic· inverters . precedenc.e 
'\ . . ' ' 
































Inverter 9ontrolled Variable Speed AC Drives 
r 
1-4· 
Traditionaily ac machines were conside.red for 
c~ns~ant speed ··applications and de machines were us~d- in most 
varia~le speed appli~ation~. But einpfoyment ()f elegant 
commutation techniques in. SCR inverters J esul'bed .in pra~:t~cal 
and effi~ie~t Stati~ Variabl~ VOltage 1 . Variable frequency 
po~er supplies .'·. required fpr speed. control. of , ac motors.. . Ac 
.. . . ' . . . .... . . 
machineS 1 especially the Cage . type ' indUCtiOn . mOtOrS 1 pOSSeSS \ . . . 
4!veral distinct .virtues in comparison ... d th de machines. 
.. 
; . 
These relate to lower cost and weight, lower inertia·~ higher 
efficiency, improved reliability, ruggedness, low mai·ntenance 
. . 
and . capability • to a dirty and 
environment. Some of "these prop:erties . are df great· 
impor.tance ~h~ch make ac driV'es a must in~ some practical 
applications. However, when precise speed control or close 
·. . . . . 
speed tracking in multimotor drives ar.e required, synchronous . . 
m~~ines · are the ob'vious choice: .Thus variable speed ac 
drives may be cla~sified into two' distinct 6ategories: · 
'. 1. Variable speed Induction Motors, 
2 .• Variable ~peed Synchronous Motors. ~ '~ , 6 
• AC motors for variable speed drives may .. be rn"ade to 
... 
'have the essential features· and· the characteristics of de 
drives over a . wide sp,eed range · wj.thout the use · .of a. 
mechanical commutator. 
. ) . 
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' . . 

























:, ..... . ; · 
I q • ~ings may be eliminated by the"' use o'f permanent magnet· +oto'rs · 
or. self. synchronous· drives. Hence the need for slip rings is 
removed too . . Before the. semiconductor inverter was 
.. 
. ... 
in-t;.roduc:ed, speed con~rol of ac ·machines required ei ~her. ·.a 
. . . • 1- ' . 
pole. changing ~echniq~e, 0~ ~ ~~namid freq~.e~cy chang~~. ; ··The. 
~ost of· such techpiques in ac ·machines· gave ,way to the use of 
d~ m~·to~:s in · ~ariabie speed appl~catilons~ machines also 
. . t. . . 
had superior . p·~r·for~a~ce 'charac1:.er;tstics' ove~.·· c'onstant speeq 
.. . . .... 
ac .mot.ors. But their main . disadvantages ?'re . COIJUilUt.ati.on 
hazards at . n-igh sp~eds, rei~tivel.y higher : ~oat and ' higher 
weig)'lt than ac' ·motors of the same frame . 'size '. 
AC machinE? variable speed drive characteristics can 
be madf!' similar of de machines with precis1on variable. speed 
. . . i 
driv'e a-t;. variable V.Ol tage and V~:t:iab~e , frequenc~. . Speed i 
variation _ by s~ato.r: volbage ~~d . f .requency is possible i._n=-·--- _ _,lr---
three modes ~f operation in ac m~chines. j 
: Constant t9~que mode .j 
· - ·Con·stant · Pt?Wer mode .. 
~ 
In the con~tant . torque Jo'cte '· . flux· is .. maintained \ · 
- Constant ~oltage mode · 
constan.t .'wMch · requir~s ~oltage to freque.ncy . (V/f).' constant \ 
. 
ratio ?f · .voltage 'control (Fig. · 1.1). · In the ~ constant power : 
· mode the val tage must be raised as the. power factor drops. 
. . . . . . .. . ' . 
Typical I torque speed characteristics' of.· such three modes of 
. . ·· . 
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· ·" Voltage to ~requency . characteriat~cs · for 
constant·toruqe and. constant power mode. of ac 
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Fig. 1.2 ' Torque· ~peed characteristi'cs of variable sp~~d 
ac motors \ 
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control via frequency provides the essential de motor 
characteristics in AC motors. 
Methods of i-nduction motor speed· control by static 
drives are a v~ria.tion of. stator _ voltage, rotor current and 
. . .. · ' . 
supply.- frequency. · ·On t'\le other hand · methods of sp~ed contro 1 
'ln synch.rono~s machines are supply frequ~l'lCY· .. ~ont:rol and·, s'e1 f 
. . \:. 
s.yncnronous con.~rol · Jmul ttpole). Usual static de.v ices for 
I , . • 
such ~peed· . contr9i'_ ·.are ac voltage· controhe~s . 'and .. static · 
' . ' 
freque.ncy changer like; I inverte~;"_lj and -cycloconverters: Tl;le 
type _of static controller used in ac motor speed . control:, 
. ' 
-deperid~ 1ar9e1y on the type oJ; appl.icati_on, effectiveness of 
the s:tatic devices and· their -- economic· constrai nts. 
• 0 , • • - --.... ...___,._ 
1. 3. 1 T.he ''f»ulse Width Modul ated Inverters 
' It .- was mentioned earlier -that sta.tic inverters are 
findi~g wide uses in . ac motor d'rivea. Two main inverter 
types using a dT l.~nk at one ·end ·are, . . 
1. Voltage Source lnv~rters (YSI) I i 
2 • . Current Sourc~ Inverters (CSI). 
Cl.assi-fication ·is done by whe.ther current or 
. . . . . . ·. ,· . . 
vo_l tage at the de ~ink is the cont·rol parameter. Depending 
upon the. control va~iability and commutation ~eth~ds· 'employed -
0 . l1it . . . 
. ·~ . . ~ 
in· SCR· inverters, .. t~e invertes· may b~ ·subgrouped -'in _a va_riety 
. . 
of ways. Besides the main types, pul.se width modulated 
. . . 

























' i. i 
.1-9 
. 
Normal. voltage source inverters and current source 
inverters have the inconvenience of g~nerating a. ~qu~re wav~ . 
at the output of the inverter cor:taining high low order 
~ ~.~';'f. . ;~~- - . 
' harmonics. -~~,..; a1so need double power convers~on proces·aes 
. ~"~ -·- . ' . ' ' 
for simultane~ 'voltage arid f.bl!qu~ncy control. - Us.u~.1y in 
ordinary inver·ter~ •. _: voltage .pontro~ ·:,, is achieyed with~ . 
. -
controlled rectifier . on the · input side of th~ inverter. F;or 
simultaneous voltaqe control with frequency change, 
J 
<tddi t.ional circuit neqes.sa ry. · However these 
. . 
control 
problems can be overcome · by using PWM op~rat~on of VSis ~nd 
CS!s. The objections ·t~ typical -V~ts and CSis '<U·s~ppear if 
th.e invel;'ter is supplied by ·a fixed voltage de link and 
.• 
switches are op~rated at higher frequencies , so aa ·· to· chop the 
output waves for the double ~ purpbse of voltage control and 
low order harmonic elimination. Basica'lly·, PWM makes .use . of 
·elabora'tion · of .the inverter control circuitry · to' permit 
.\, ... . ' . ----
----var;ia1;.ion of the' ratio ,between. de input voltage and ac outl?iit: ' 
·voltage of the inverter ' itself. 
. . "r' . 
.Pulse width modulation . techniqu~j ac9o~plishes both 
the voltage and -t:requenay regulation in. the output of ~he 
inverte_r. the input ac s~ppiy is rectified and · fi.l tared at 
' fixed full voltage. The ·inverter section is arranged to 
., ' .. 
. switch the de in such a manner that the line to ' lin~· voltage · 
• 
con,sists of . a ser:ies of pul~es. Pulses are arranged to be of 
•' . 
vary'ing wid tb ' so that' ita av'erag~ _l .eads to a ~ine wave. . This 














technique ~8 . the most .. .. sophisticated .and . complex .in static 
variable . frequency · ·drives. . 'It . has advanta~es when full • 
.. 
. torque . capability is reguii'ed .at:' l'ow speeds. Thr.ee most 
comil)only used ·modulation techniques in . PWM inverters are: · 
.. ' I . ·• • 
f·· Single P~l.se. MQ_dulat~o_n . 
2 .' MuLtiple Pulse M6dulat~on 
-· 
I I' . • ·: , . ' ' 
Sinu·s~ldal. ,Pulse- Modula~ion 
• ' " • • • • 0 
In single p~ls~ · modttlation, ' the usual pcisltive. and 
~egatfve h~lf . cycle 5>f a, ~quar~ w~ve at. tne .output pf the 
. inve-rter are wi~t.h modul~ted to vary · thEt) output voltage. 
:' ' 
- . 
Frequency 'ch~nge is also achieved in · th~ ~arne circuit (Fig. · 
. \ -
1.3(a)) •. · . I.n _ single; puise '·modulation, the harmpnics at the 
. . .• ~ 
output of th~. inqfr'ter incrJ!ases as the' pulse width of square 
• • I- .. 




• • ~ oO • 
can· be significantly . r~uced by-using se:r.reral pulses 
• • • ... pl • • 
. . \ . . . . 
half . . cycle. _(Fig. .1. 3 (b) ) , .~he method is known· ·a_s 
, ~ , I 
" . . 
multiple pulse"' modulation'. . The most v~rsatile . mo4ulation · 
" ' technique in_ use so · far is the siriusoid'a;t. pu~se modulatiqn 
... 
technique. ~n this: . met:hod; the switching waveform I d., . P.ui.se 
' w~dths are a _ sin'us~idal functiop .- _of -the angular pos'itioh in • · 
1 • • • . 1 . • •• . ' ' ' • 
one cycle ,..of each pu~_se. .'Good· .performanc:~· , deperids 
\ . . . 
principally . on the capability .of the. e1ect~onic, control 
. ' 
circuitry to define . precisely t}_l6l switching in~'tant0S of .t·he 
..... · 
P?Wer' stage·? ·in o~der 'to . cause the. output 'of .the C';>nt~?ller :. 
~"' ' ' ' ~ 
to be a train of .pul..ses wi_t'b ~ time '·avera~at appro,Cima:tes ' . . 
a. \in\lsoid. Com~iex. _·locJi~ 18 nee-~ed to : :~er£~~~ ~his . ·ta~~ .. ~n-d . 
.. . ~. ' 
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(d) . I 
Various p~he ·width modulation tec'hniqu~ 
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1-13 , , 
was introdU<:ed · [l!l]. 
... . ~ 
In the asynchronous mode the•· .sine ·w~ve 
is · compat;ed · witn a •constant fr.equ~ncy · carrier. w~ve.. The 
di sadvc;t.n tage ·,of such. , opex:~tion 
. •. . .. 
is, with the · cons.tan t 
frequJncY\ ~arri'ei · the · ~at~o . of . sine 
,• ~~ ' ' ~ • • . ~ I ~ ..,...:~· ... - · 
frequencies cannot -be .:maintained to an . integ&· value . . ·:This 
I;\ · , · ·' • • \ \ ' ' • 
' . ' . - . 
and triangular ··wave 
gives · rise 'to · JJ.ubh-armoO:ic_s'- :at · the, inverter. -.output , when .the 
. • • ,I • ' · • ' ' I . ' • • ~ • . i ~ 1 • • • · ,•" ' ' ' : : • ' ' I ·~ • ' 
~atio ; is n'o't _ .the ,\!i~s·H:ed . ·intege'r .. ·v1alue .• .. · ·.The p'robl~m · is 
. .. ~ · , ··. ·.: : .· ... ·. : . ;_·· ' .... · .. ~ . ... " .'. \ · .. . ' . 
· · ,'~v~rco~e . ·in •. syn~lir~-~ize~ · ~sl11e. ~Wf:i: .  ino'4e _w~~re·.' ~b.~ carrier · wav.e · 
ll • t t \ .... I •" 'o I t .:O ""/ • •' • I ~ ' • t 
freque~cy · •is. var-.ied wit:'!lt .• tlJ.e·• lltodulat:ing ·wave f.l!.equency . t? 
' ' ~ ' • • o ... 't ' o 4 o • : ';' o o' ' , .' ' ' \ .. I I • ' ' o ' o ' ' < • •., ' • . ' 
keep t1te rati'o -tq ·t}:le·:.- dea·.fx:ed-'. ·int~c;Je'I' value ·~ . This.,· . howev~r . 
• :. • • • ' . . • • "' .: ~ .. ' I ''- .. ,". ~~ • .- ·.: •• .. • ' • • I • - • I 
complicates the ~~piell}~nta~i<?P ··of fJUch a .: techniqu~~- Th~ . 
-. ' 
I , 
• : .. .. ' • • : . . t ' 
principa~ di~ad~antage: ·. o.f 1 sy_nchFono'us ·pw'M me-thod .,is.' that·, 
;' .. . . ( . ~ - . . . ' . .. : '· .. 
since t~~o mod~lating and car~i:er ' ;a~es. ar.,e synchr1onized, . the' 
. a. . . . . . . • , ... . . • . . 
. carrier fr~quency· 'must ·vary -_Civer a ·wide . rang~ as t.he ·'output· · 
. . . . . 
' l)o • • • 0 • .. ' • ' ' 4 ~ • • 
frequet?cy: ch~mge·a.. · It is hot usually 'practical;,· ~specially ·. 
• • ~ ~- • • ... - •• t l ' . . . . • 
'in i~ver.~era for : ~ - ac motQr 'drives, to all'ow ' .the carrier 
' ' \ ... · . . 
. '· . ' . .. . .. 
:freq\le'ncl ·t.c:> · vary . -w~dely .: Because'· if. · the carr:irer. frequ.ency 
• ~ • • ' ' ~ 'I o ~· ' ' , o 4 Ill I . : : ' • ' ' ' ', • ' ' •• 
is too high,- -the · eo~utat'ipn h"Za;'d .ln~reas!3s as the numb~ 
,· · , · . · · ·. · . " · · ·~· r "" ~ ... • ~ ~f · · co~mutat~on~. pe_~· ~~on~ · _i1C:Fea_s~· Also ·. ~n ~ru;r~~s'ea~. 
\ • • • of • , 
•numoer o'f commutations C!ause:s larger commu\:.~t.ion~ losses ,in 




. . . . . . . 
the power circ4~t . . o.·f th~ inv~.fte~ .... ·For 'drives, a ,~very low 
• 
.. • • . • • • 0 
carrier . frequencr also . C'r~ate•s :problems· sinc'e d the . n,citor; 
• 
. \. . . ·, . ' . ' . . . 
constants are insu'ffi'c·ient. 'far adequate smoothing of Cllrrent 
.. • • • • .. j • • .. • 
drawn by :the mo~o.~. ·. To ove~.c~in·~ t.his' .pr-;;blem. with -the. tixec1 -' ·-
. u • . • , f, • • 0 . .. 
. .• . • .., . ~ • " f . 
. ratio methoq . [6), pulse . w!dth' tno4ul~tion with i-atio' .chang;ing .. 
I • . . ,• , :' • ~ ; , '": ·'. • • ; 
' It 'I \ '•'' • 
: I 
, . 
.... ; • ' 
... : ·. 
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f 
·\ 
the conventional means for implementing the switching 
algorithm· is · the subharmonic or trian~ulatton approach 
involving· · an · electronic ~omparis~n between a reference · 
sinusoid and a ttiangular 9arrier waveform -as illustrated in 
l . ' ,~ 
fig • 1. 3 ( c ) • 
' < 
. ' 
. . .. .. 
' · . 
L 3. 2 · Survey of PWM Technique.s 
I 
. ,, . 
' . I 
i . . ~~ , tec;hniques o_f .~switching._ ·.· th~ lj'yer.ters was 
·> . ln't;;ro~uc~a-;- witll a view ... to acco~plJ~sh . vol~~g~ and 'fteque~cy 
. . . . . . ~ ; . . . . 
c.on~ro'l in one ~wer stag~ ·. and ai.so ~ to . reduce' h~rmonics· at 
. ' . . . . . . ... · . . ' . . . . 
the ·output •.of the inv·erter. ~t is po$sible by SUJ;"Veying the 
. ~ . . ' 
~ 
literature -over 
·. ~. ·.,... . 
' ' 
the ·last decade to . trace :- the ' historlcal 
' ' . ... \ ' • . ~ developments of PWM inverter .control techniques and" ·reiat.e · 
,._, 
them to the · chahges in technoio~y· •· 
Th~. foremo_st modul~tion' ,·tech~iqde · in inverters. were 
; 
... . . . single · pulse arid mui~l~· .pulse moduia~lon c/[1,2,3,4,22]. 
. . . . ·.· ·- .·~- . ., . . "' 
·.·. '. . .. · The~·e . . modui~tion, t~~hmq~e are·· ,.cap~ble · ·of controlling . 
• l. • • ' :, •. • 
.. ' · . 'linver'ter ~ol tage and freql.lenc·y in one "pOwer stra9e and i:apabl.e 
. ~ ,. . . ' ' : . 
. / .of· .'eJ.iJDtinating oniy sel'ected harmonics at the output of ~he 
. I ·. . . . . . ~ . .. . . .. , • . • . . ·. , 
·~nverter. ·!These moduiation , pr~cedures . were superseded by the 




' ... ' 
'int-roduction . of . the more 
' . ' 
: mod~·lation [4,·5].. 'sine ... mod~la.tion ' is a ' v.ariation of ' multiple ~ 
t~. ~ • , , , ~, : . . ' , • ,. ' ·, . • ~ " , ' . . l ·, - : ' I .. 
·puls~ . modulation ' where . the · p~ls'e duratibil -and.' numbfir.s' . are .' . 
t ' ' .,. 0 • .• 1 \ ' . , ·,:, ' I : I ' ._ ••, ' 
~'· determine~ . 'bY' · comparison J>f ·.a _ .: · ~qd'~,J:J.at~ng . sine·· ~ave an"d 
.·· ~cl.~.ri. :.~~ .·ulii_ ang~la.·r ·~av~ • . · ~t · fi;t~t' ~-i~e ·m~~ia~'i6n: .. ~sed· tl)e · r / . . . ~~ . : ·. . . . ,' . 
·. · asy~chr9nouif · P~ mode and late·r ~he ·sinohronous moQ-e. of 'p~ 
.; ' .. .. 
' . . I ' . 
.. .. '. 
' ' 
·, . f .. ,• 
' . .. 
•· J ' · · .~ 
f. • . . , 
' ' · 
' I '~. . :. 
" ~ . ·. \ .' 
, . . 
J · 
,· 
.. .J ·· ~ : 
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at various operat~ng fre~uencies is suggested [6111,14]. In 
the variable ra'tio scheme 1 the carri.er . steps through a 
... 
sequence of rat~os as t;her operating frequency is \ncreased. 
'fhe lat~r section . mainta·d.:ns a .high carrier frequency 
tl\roughout. .. the operati.ng rant:J~ the.reby pr9ducing only h:j.gh 
. ' . 
frequency harrn~nics at th~ .. : o'ut.pqt of tne. 
,, ' I Ll 
0 
, ,' .J,' , 
I 
inv_erteJ;'S which ci,re• 
e'as·ily ' fil~erable. The ' yarlabll~ty · ':pf typ~s · of : sine PWM 
.. 
·' ' 
schemes puf forw~r~. ar~ 'due : t~ . ~~ple~~ntation ~ :i.nv~lvernents l < 
typ~s . ·. of ·a.'pi»ii~a~h).ns a:'tid·::~ .' .t:-;~chn .ic·c:\1 ·and ·· .e .c _onomic 
' I '~ • ' ' • • • : ' ' • ~ : 
feasibilit'ies· .. ~ Curr~~·ti.~ . three d~~~iri~t · ;approaches .are. in 
. . . ..> ' . . . ~ . . · ·~ . . . ·. ~- . . ' 
v:oJJue t~ formu:la te tne p~ swi_tch,i~g· ~tr.a ~egy [ 7, 10 I 12 J. ThQ. 
' ;· 
' . f~'rat, an'd the orie ,which l:tas beeri. mo'st w±dely used because o f 
• :.. • - • • • • ' ~ : • • j•l " • ~ • 
its ease o~ implem~ntation using analog . t:echniques·, is based 
. • ~ . I • 
on n~.tura.l s~mpling tQChniq~e - [4~ 7l . ~escribe.rl already. The 
: r.ece~·t tr~nd ·is, howev·e~ t,o g~n~'tate the switching functions 
. . . . '· . , . . ·. : . . ' . :· . . .. . . 
using microcomputers. . The general ·.teridenay .in microp-rocessor 
. ' . 
I , ~·, 
sampl i~g: I 1, 10 ·, 12 / 1 '6·, ~ ~J ~, J.n the ·~ r~gu lar 
• tl f ' .. I • 




. ~ . ' . /. . . . ' . ·. ; . . .. . . . . 
, [ stepP,~d'], sine w~v:e and \ the · switching . poi~t~ are detet:m.ine9, 
from .the crossover point~ of the 'carrier ~riangular · wave with 
' I the.-.·s~epped sine ,.ave. ·In thi~ · tnode .o£ • c;:o~t.r~l, · the· ampli tu9e 
• • I :, ' " ' ~~ ' , I ' ... 
of ·the ·modulating signal at the sample insta.nt. i 's .stored by a 
' I I • ' I iJ i ' ' ' ' ~ • 
sample held circui't ' .operat~d at the ·carrier frequency and is 
• • • • • • # 
... 
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until the next sample is taken. This produces a sample hold 
' 
or amplitude modula~ed ' version of the mopulated ·signal. As a 
result of this process, the mod~lating wave has a constant 
~· amplitude while ~ach samp~e is being taken, and consequently 
the widths of .th~ . ·pulses are propor:t,ional to the amplitude of 
the modulating wave at uniforn_1ly spaced s~p.ling .time from 
where the termindlogy. of uniform sampling or J:;~gu,lar ~ampling 
came. It is an · .important aharacteristi.c of ·regular sampling 
·. 
that the samp1in~ positipns· and sampling values can ·be n/ 
•• 
' 
. ' ~ 
define? unambiguously'· such tha:t the pulses p..roduced are 
. . 
predictable bpth .in width and·position which is ~ot the ~ase 
with· a natural sampling process. In a natural sampling 
process no direct way of finding the pulse width ·and pulse 
positions is available other than solving transcendental 
equations or bessel function approximations. Since it is 
possible tq calculate the pulse widths using simple 
.. 
trigonometric equations, the potential. for real time PWM 
g .enerl.tion using the computing ability of the microcomputer 
is gr·eater mor'e with the regular sampling technique r;,ther 
than 'with the natural sampling technique • 
..... 
f 
The .third approach uses 'Optimal' PWM switching 
strategies w~ich are based on the- minimization of certain 
·performance criteria [~9~20,2lh for .example, · elimination or # 
. '\ ;·"' .. 
minimization of particular harmonics, or the minimization of 
harmoni·c current distortion, peak current, tor~u.e ripple 
etc. 






~eceiving considerable attention. As a result of 'the 
developments in microprocessor techno.logy, the feasibility of 
imp1em~nting these strategies has now become a real 
possibility [10,19,20,21,13,14,17,16]. 
, 
In contrast to 
.' · 
i 
natural and regular sampling'· 'it has been usual to gener<:lte 
optimised PWM by defining a general PWM waveform in terms of 
a set of switching angles and then ~o determine these 
switchin'g angles ~sing numerical methods and the mainframe· 
computer. · I • 
-
·Besides the types· of modulation techniques 
mentt a 1 ready, there are s eve;a1 • other rilodu 1 a tio n 
pr9cesses p~t forward from time to time, such as trapezoidal 
and squal"e . wave modulation [27]. However, those modulation 
processes have not found their way toward inverter voltage 
and frequency contl"ol for drives. 
Along with implementati'on of various m~lation 
techniques in inverters, the analysis of such inverter have 
also been carried ,out by different authors at different 
\ 
times. Attention has been given to output voltage analysis 
\ . "' \ 
and the input c~rrent harmonics. First attempts were aimed 
at the inverter output voltage analysis by the Fourier 
analysis method [25, 26, 27]. An approach to output voltage 
harmonic analysis based on double Fouri~r sarles expansion in. 
two variables was introduced. This was nece.ssary for the 
general case since there is no rational relationship between 
the ' modulating frequency and the carrier ~requency. 


























Presently, more emphasis is'given to ·optimization techniques~ 
. 
[24,27]. Availability of some packages [PWLIB] f0r general 
I 
analysis of PWM ~nverter outputs are also reported [48]. 
Also, some new analytical methodsT1or input current harmonic 
analysis of the inverter. are reported [28]. The analytical 
approach is drawing more attention due to the fact that the 
implementation of different modulation techniqUes, especially 
the optimum : PWMs 1require a mathematical formulation 
., l . 
software developmen~ in their imp~ementation. 
for 
due However, 
to the complexity of the modulation process; no general 
approach has so far been standardized. 
1.3.3 Sine PWM Inverter Strategy for AC Motor Drives 
The merits of sine PWM in solving one ,set of 
problems bring }?ack others • . The first is the increasing 
• 
conunutation problems~; ·an~ s~,~ondly the low utilization of de 
power available. . "' Since commutation is not a problem at 
higher voltages associated with higher ·speed, drive stability 
is more easily_ ensured. It is advantageous to combine the 
merits of the two systems by using the PWM mode at lower 
.. 
'speeds and the pure square wave at higher speeds [30,36] with 
transitional stage from one sy~tem to another at medium 
speeds. The frequently . encountered load characteristics' 
' · 
whic~. tran~forms from _a constant torque t~Ruirement. at ~igheF 
speeds make..s such a hybrid system even more at~ractive. 


















for sine PWM inverte~:>s and increase the cost of the total 
. 
drive system. 
1.3.4 Delta PWM Inverters 
Recently a new modulation technique for invert·ers 
was put forward for drive applications [30]. The new.scheme 
... 
, is simple· to implement and it does not req~ire addi tf:onal 
clrcui t elements necessary for the sin~ mod~lation '!I- technique· 
in order to give some of the chara6teris~ics requi~e~ for an 
ac. drive system. This new. modula~ion techniqu·e, ·. k~own as 
delta modulation, uses .: . .Similar wave tria~gular .sine and 
. . . 
cqmparison to produce swi tchihg waveforms of ~ inverters. 
. . . 
HO'!'fever the car-rier trianguiar wave in deita modulation is 
generated by the modulating sine wave and has ·a variation 
which · makes delta modu.latio~. capab~e of dp~r~ting i~oth P~ 
' \ 
and square w;~ve modes without additional · circuit el·ements. 
The· technique also . produces a modulation pattern with low 
harmonic content . and a fundamen.tal voltage . variation which 
mainta'ins an inherent · constant voltage . to frequency .ratio. 
These features of delta modulation may make ·it' very 
. 
attractive for ac motor drives. 
An induction motor's steady state performance · is 
dependent on the harmonic voltages of the inverter output as 
well · as on the fundamental voltage • . The ·inherent 
. . 
characteristics of the delta mo~u~a'ti~n· proqeas, the l inear ;. 
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frequency and constant .voltage beyond the base frequency, 
provides constant torque and constant powe.f characteristics 
up to an~beyond· base frequency respectively. The harmonic 
contents 
·, 
1n modulation delta are low and the domine·nt 
harmonics are at or near high carrier frequency. The 
. ' 
· ha~monic contents, commutation .timing. and mode of operation 
can be changed easily by chan.gfng the amplitude of the 
modulating wave only. All these features seems to be so 
attracrtive ' in ac mo~o;- drives that it may find its · way to 
drives· soon. 
1.4 Objective of the Pr~sent Wor~ 
Though the delt~ mpdulation technique has been 
proposed [3Q] for induction motor drives, no · s;ignificant 
detailed analysis of de1.ta modulation has been undertaken 
·:for appligation in ac drive systems. . \. The present work . is 
aimed at a comprehensive -study and analysis of the delt.a 
modulation tec:hnique in inyert;.ers. .At firs't a . · deta~led 
analysis was done on delta · tnodul~tion. Secondly, the 
analysis is extended to ~~nd the performance of inverters for 
various load condi tiona. · 
. . .. . ! '\ 
. Chapter t~o i!lcl,des·· the theoretical analysi._s and 
~ - / ~ 
of · imp~~mentati"Oh of. qel ta· modulation. It also "· details 
· includes the experimental· - v.erifi~a:ti&n. o_f the · principles of 
• .. 
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In three, theoretical and experimental 
study of the 
., with modulated ,inverter is p.resented 
passive loads • 
.. ...---
--- Cbapt·e.r 
of results .of 
induction motors 
contains the analysis and verification 
state performa~ce of single phase 
from full brid~e delta modul?lted 
inverters. The features of delta moduiat1on · for wqich it· 
'-. ·• 
' 
seems attractive for ac motor drives are verif.ied 
tf> 
analytically and -experimentally. ·. Results are _·compared for 
two single phase · induc'tion motors of 1/4 and '1/2 hp ratings .. 
Chapt.er five describes' a three phase delta 
modul~ion circuit which has be~n developed and implemented 
during this work_ and it is hoped that the significance of the 
new modulation technique will be further elabor.ated when 
analysis and · experiments are. carried out · on . 3-phase ac · 
motors, bot.h induct i?n and synchronous types with 
conventional wire wound and permanent magnet excitatiQn • 
• 
Chapter six ·. conq~udes pn the objectsive a~ 
experiments done- in the study of delta modulated inverters. 
. -
. It gives an:JutlJme of_ 
,,~~ 
. · , 

















This chapter .deals with the. development . and 
analysis of the delta modulation technique as us~d in PWM 
in~erters. The development of circuit implementation for the 
logic signals required for SCRs of the .inverter · is· betng · 
• < 
.. 
'discussed. . The analysis 
. . . 
. . 
includes. the unique · features . of· 
delta modulation tech~ique with special ·emphasis on 
determination of .parmonib~ at delta ~dulaJ.ci ·inverter 
output, the constant volts/hertz 'characteristics 'up . to base 
frequency and a ·constant power opera.tion beyond the base 
frequency. 
commonly used 
A brief comparis~:m has been made with tlie 
sine modulation teehnique to bring out the 
I 
advantages of delta modulation. In few words, delta 
modulation is found to be more easily implement~ble than ~he 
&PWM t~chnique and fu~~er !~proved operation characteristics 
are realised. 
2.1 · Delta Modulation Technique in PWM Inverter 
Ini'bia.lly delta. m.odula tion was evolved ~s an 
effi.ent method of· digitizing .voice for secure, reliable 
comll\unication . and fo"r v,oice input/output devices in data 
. processing · [31] . \ Recently-; its possible use .in inveriers for 
variable speed ac m~tor drives was re'ported [30]. · 
For. induction 
operate the motors at 
motor's the .gen~ral .requirement. is to 
v 





constant to maintain the flux density at a particular value . 
. 
For permanent magn~t synchronous motors, the starting 
characteristics calls ~or th~· same volts/Hz. ·characteristics 
up to the base speed. These various requirements have been 
met wit~ different voltage and current 'control techni.s;[ues in · .
• 
sine Pw:M .. fnverters. The main ob)ection to sine PWM ·was its 
. . 
certain percent utilization of de vol tag~ avaLI.able at . the 
!>~s, which; ·was solved by its gradual transition from PWM mode 
to single .. pulse mode. -To -attain this, . sine PWM control 
. - .. 
• · ' t circuits require add+t~onal attachments to its normal control 
circuits: 
• 
·The argut:nents put : forward in using'. DM technique . in 
PWM inverters for ac moto~ drives a~e its · Simple circuit 
i~lementa_tion I smooth transition--- between PWM and single-
pulse mode 6f ,operation ,and . c<:'n~tant volt~ihertz . operatilon . 
without 'the need of additional circuit complexity·. 
2 .1.1 Delta Modulation Technique 
In the paat(_ years 1 various modulat:ion techniques 
were introduced for digital transmissi!)n of speech or image 
signals. Numerous methods of converting analog signal to 
digital form have been proposed .for va~ious application, with · 
the hope of reducin.g cost 1 improving p~rforn:aance arid 
. . 
reduction of bandwidth requirements. · Delta' ·modulation (D.M) 
and differential 
. ' 
encoding_, methods are .the offsprings · of 
' . 
classical pulse code modu~ation [PCM] used ~o f a r• for 
" 

















~ DM t.chnique has the advantage 
of greatly aimplifying harqware. It ~s the simplest .:known 
method' for converting an analog •ignal tq digital form. In 
' 
converting" analog .signal to digital form, there 1f! a~reat 
. - . . ' ~ deal of redundancy in 1 the information to be transmitted. 
Past. information "should thus . allow·; ·current iriformati~ be 
. -- . . , ~. . . 
. . 
predi~ted. fairly well:, •? that signals .. need only be 
transmitted. if· a significant change in the: signa'l occurs . . 
As applied .· in aignaJ. processing, the delta 
modulation tecbnique [32-34] .can be illustrated with the aid 
of Fig. · 2.1. 
The signal X( t) ia . compared · with a stepwise · 
-~ . . . 
approximation i .( t) by . subst'raction, 'the difference bein'g . 
passed through a hardlfmiter quantizer·whose output equais ' ±A 
- . 
dependirtg on th·e sign of {x~t) - "{t~. Th i s in tur.n 
modulates tbe ideal ~amplfln~ .~ave" sa(t)· 
-- . .'- " 
where tbe modula~ec1 wa:i'e xi» <.t> is gi~en by. 
-
to produce· X. .( t) p 
.· 
~p(~) • :A sc)n [x(~'1'8 ) , - x(k'J;"8 )]~( .t_ ·- kTs). 2.1'.1 
This is · an · impulse wave.form· from whi~h X(t) · is 
generated by integration. 
Where I ' 
· ·level o1 quantization . . 
-s-gn • indica~ea ):.he -'~ign of [x(t). x(t)] 
, 
_________________ ;..,._ .......,.. __ 
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/ 2-s· ; .. 
x(kT)s = v~ue of predicted signal at kth sampling 
time \ 
T = sampling time .. s 
. 
o ( t-kT) = impulse function ( ., 
In signal. transmissions, DM ha·s .two dist~nc_t 
' 
restrictions, resulting -in wider bandwidth .r~quirements. When ~ · 
'..:. - . . - ( 
X ( t), the estimated or .predicted signal is smaller than .. the 
. . . . '-
actual signal .X(t) at start, the fir~t impulse )las the weight . ; "'\. ·. 
+6, when fedback and integrated, · that .. impulse(' produces · a 
' 
stepwise change in X ( t) of he.ight +A. ·This produces· a 
. . 
stepwise change in X(t) and causes a negative :lmpuls~. 
. -
.. 
X(t) remains con~tant, X(t) follows it in -stepwise function 
unless the rate .of ·change is t~o . ,great when· the slope 
overload ~akes place. This occ'urs· ~f ~he quantization levels 
. ' ~ ~ · 
±6 all'e too small to track a r.~pidly changing signal.· .- This is 
due to the inability of th~ mo<lulator to trac~ large changes 
'\ 
· of the input signal X(t) . in a small. in,ter~a.l ~£ ~ime.. This . ,; 
p~nomenon is , a b~ic li~itation of DM in communications. 
In DM, X(t) is not-.. the transmitted signal, 
o· 
.· .. 
.... the transmitted signal is a binary represe~ation of XP(t). 
The ljinary digits mere!~ · indicate the .poiarity of .·the 
ra~er 
-diffa~ence . b~tween X(t) and X(t) aut ··kT ,. A var·iation of 
DH is · differential pulse \ -code modulation ( DPCM) l,i th 
multileve'l ,quantiser instead of · two level quantisation .• 
' ~·· ,I 
Functionally ·differential PCM sign8:1 is a PCM ~e.pres~ntati.,9n 
.. 
- . -
of the difference siqn(l [X(t). ~ X(t)] . generated, _ wher~ X~t) 
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' < 
~as a·vari~ble . ate~ size ranging from 6 to ±,0 ~' 0 . being the 
•number. of. 'qu~ntum levels. · It follows X(t)more accurately 
~hen. this . compounding is used in . di.gitizing a signal, there 
· will b~ ·much_. lower fast.er . ·start · up and ' les~ 
• • 0 1 • , J , • • 
\ ' . 
DPCM) with· . Q> 2, ·requires 
' ~ . . 
idle noise, 
·, .. 
cha.nee of A 'lope . overload. Clearly·, 
. I 




# ' ~ • • . ' . 
equipments. ,j_uat "a.s. :. compl.ex. as . ~eM. ·rn return · 'it offers ·r .. 
. · .·.-· . ' .., .. . . • ·"' ·. ' ·.·. . -:. 
·. potential transm;ission ·bandwJ. t'tl reductipn .:· 
....... . . . .. -: ,· ,.: .. ·. 
2 .1. 2 Delta' .. Modul.a.ted •rn·verters 
. ' . 
a 
.. ' 
I ' . • ' ,~\ • 1 
·in invertes, .·the :m~dul~tion · pro~ess", .to produce .the 
... - . . ... .. . . . 
, switching 'signals for th~ thyri~tors · .det~t:ml~es .the 1fr_e·q~ency 
t 1 I I ' ' I ' ' • ' '; ,, I 
and volt::age at the outp.ut. ·of . the invert:.et:. Tl1e ·>del.ta 
modu'lat:on 'technique : fo'r -gen·e~ating · ~uch S.witch~n~-i·o~ic 
. ·.. ( \ . . . 
' • • l . 
ut1lizes a sine •re.fet:,ence'· waveform' and a -delta~sbaped' Ca'rrier 
wavefbrm to determine the switching frequency of ~e inverter 
' ...... ' ' I 
·switche~ 
:. I ~·, 
o~cillate withln .· the . defined wlndow : ex..tending eq~·ariy~. above 
•, • • I • ,. ' • • • ' · 
. ~n,d: 'b~low . the r~~erence ~ave. : Tlie .mJ.~imu.m wi(iC:lo~ . ~:idth ·· ~n~ :~ . ___:, 
··t~' ina~imum cat'rter slope · ~etermin~ 'the ~ximu~ -switchirttJ 
• • ' / ,' ' ' 'I o ' ' • • 'o ' • I ' 
. freq\le~.qy. :_ Fo'r; . . · 'in~e~te~ switlching , the ·modJll~tion is pd.in~e . 
. . . .' • · .. ' 
. ' ', . . . . 
the ·. modula~e~ wave 'to ·· object ·and : no attempt · of 
I 
sa~pling 
. ·-pr.od~ce a 'binary .signalr is t::aken ~ T~e -'signal to be· modul,.ated . 
. . . . r . . . 
is " sine wave. The . carrier wave acts as -quanti~ing the ' 
~ . . , 
.reference 'wave in 'two levels. ·It also dete'rmines. the widths 
I .. : I ' 
· . ·of th~ switching pulses. The key wav.eforms aslJociated with 
\.- ·•. ;• 
.. 
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·this technique are ~hown i·n Figfi!. 2. 2 (a·)· and 2. 2 ( ):>) • The 
switch~ng wa~efdr~ oscillates between ±V and can be 
s 
' ' express~d · as: 
-
where 
~v t (t) = .v ~ E t.V sgn [x (kT - x.(kT ) ] . 2.1.2 s 
.Jr ; ~ s. .. ' ~ : " .. ~ .. I . )( . . 




. ' ' · 
·. 
" • I 
• t.V ='· ·qua'nti~ati~~· level · · · · 
' o ' I • ' t ' ,. o I I o '\ .& ~ • ' ' 
v ::;: ·· leyel of· -a.w:lt'o'hirig pulses ·~ '+. • · ' ·· . t 
. 8 . I ' ; , • . " ' ' \ 
' .,· ' . ~ , . \'. . . ~ } 
X ( kT: ) = s 'in ~ o~.t' ..) := ·.modu,lat'ing. ·s'ignal i.n' :±.his 0 
. s ' : ,. • . . s _ ' : ·~~~~· . a~ KTs . '• . .. ' / 
·;(kT >' = Pre.dict~d .singai at''·k~ ·. ........__ 
s . . , . 0 . • . 0 • • 0 s 
., 
T ·= ·Sampling time It .. . . '· 
s 
. . In . implemEmt.i.ng ·. th~ D~echn~qu~ to··· propuc~ ~he .. 
• 
• ' . 
• necess.ary sw±tch~ng :, . func~ion for inverters , .the swi tc.hing· 
' ·, . , . 
p~l~es are geq.~iated ~y the , interaction of reference, ~ine 
• • • • ~~ 0 ! 
•wave and delta shaped .cal'; ie.l:" wav~. · . Whenever tlte carrier 
rea~hes- ~he . tippeE or ·i.ow~~. ~lnd~;w. bo~~da't;, :H. , rever.ses -its 
' . . \ 
', · ' • • • • llf ' , • : "- ... -
' slope a'nd chang_es the "8w:it_~1ting wav~f'orm · '{I from +V
8 
to .., 
t. • • • », ' \ • 
v . Thi.~ pr;oc~s~ .. cont;.inue~ : to· generate a train of awi tching 
• 8 . . \ . . 0 • • • · : • ,, • 
\ • 0 ,• • • • • 
pulses. .\ The \switching . :~req\.te~y can be a! t~red in three 
.d~ffe·rentj..: .w · s 'i by chan.g~n_g -the amplitu~e of reference wave 
, Jlt • • ~ • I 
V R or ·oy ·.chan . hg .the slope of the triangular _carrier ·wave . or 
· .by c~~~9~\,~ ,/~'~ windi'W: ;.ld~h "< ~a;.ti~~ tion level) 4V. · 'Thus 
it, l& .~mpdr~~nt:" to set ·t~ese· val~es such .that sufficient ~ime 
i.e .' p:i:-ov'ided f~r ··proper ·. t~rn on and turn off of· ·-seRa • 
·. . ' '.. : ' ' ~ ' .  ' . . . . si~cjie .'~. p~a~.e full .. ·· bridg~ . . i i1Verter is to be switc~ed · by t he 
. , 
' 
. ' .. ) 
·. 
0 • 
·. : , .. , . . ,
. . . 
. • . ·· . 
. , . 








. 4. ' .. ; 
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modulated wave, the sequence of th·e thyristors to be fired is 
shown in Figs. 2.2(b) and 2.3. Fig. 2. 3 illustrates the 
basic single phase full bridge inverter circuit. 
In practice, the slope ot the qarrier frequency and 
sampling rate are kept constant in implementation by circuit 
parameters. ' So it is obv;i.ous that overload error dCc~ed 
,., earlier takes place, as the frequency is changed to higher 
value. This phenomenon :ls however use~ul ·for inverter 
operation. As the sampling rate i.s kept constant, sampling 
per cycle is kept constant as frequency of operation (sine 
modulating wave frequency) is in·creased. As 'ffie result of 
overload error in modula.ti~n, . a transit{on from PWM to single 
. pulse mode operation. takes place when the modulating wave and 
' 
carrier wave frequencies are equal. The modula~ed output 
continues to be • single pulse square wave beyond that 
frequency. f 
2. 2 Implementation of Delta Modulation Control Circuit for 
PWM ' Inverters 
The de,lta modulation technique requires' relatively 
s.imple circuitry ~ obtain the switchin~ waveform for 
thyristor switching. Fig. 2.4 is an analog circuit that is I . 
capable of producing the waveforms shown in Fig.. 2; 2. 
The operation of the circuit can be described as 
follows• Sine reference or .modulating wave VR is supplied to 
the i
1























Bas~ ~~e phase bridge inverter circuit 
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generated in the following manner; Whenever the output 
, 
voltage of A 2 exce~ds t~e upper or lower window boundary 
(preset by R 2 /R3 ratio), the comparator A 1 reverses the 
polarity ·of VI at the input of A 2 • This rev.erses •the slope 
of yF at the output of A2 . It forces carrier wav~ V~ tp 
oscillate around the reference waveform, VR ·at ripple 
frequency wr. Once the· switching waveform· is obtaifled, the 
. ·. . . . , 
signals for the main . and . commutation. thyristors 
obtained · through the logic. circuit · implementation for such 
invert.ers. The b~sic . signals for such inverter· thyristor 
operation are shown in Fig. 2.5 .• 
The timing diagrams for various. logics and their 
.. 
block representations are sh,own in Fig~. 2.11 and 2 .12 .• 
Details ~f_the implementation to get the desired signals with 
proper commutation d~y time and commutation sig.nals 
elaborated .in appendix B. 
·2. 3 Features of the ·oe.lta Modulated Inverter 
are 
The intrinsic ("featur.es. of delta - modulation · schemes • 
are: 
.1. , Up to base frequency the · fundamental voltage. to hertz 
ratio remains constant. ) 
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F •• 2.5 Baaic ·awttching signals for the ·main and 
commutation thy~istors of a single phase full 
'bridge inverter · 
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3. For fixed window width ( 6V), the ripple frequency 
increases as the amplitude of the modulating.wave VR 
'decreases. 
.. 
These features of delta modulation technique were observed 
.both analytically and experiment~lly. The analytical method 
required the approach of _ ·Fouri&r analysis of the· switching 
' 
· signal produ<;:ed by ·the modulating and ca·rrier 
expressions for fourier analysis c4 suc'h waves 
the following subseqtio_ns. 
""" waves ••. '~he 
i ' " are g ven J:n . 
~ 
2.-3 .1 . Fourier Analysis of Delta PWM Inverter Output 
The fourier analysis of the PWM wave requires the 
dJtermination of number of pu,lses per half cycle and - their 
posi tiona at di.fferent frequenc'ies of. operation. 
pulse positions and the 
• for such wav~s, the 
determined. 
number of pulses are known 
/ 
Four~ c~efficients _ can 




For DM technique, the <-~p·uls~ positio11s of the 
.modu.l.ated wave is · _given by the t:ollowing expr_ession (detflil 
. 
. derivation is. "given in apJendix D) 
where 
' ' 
2~V + Ati-l VR Sin Or ti-l - VR Sin Orti 
a · + 
A A * (-1) 
A = slope of the carrier wave VF 
t.V "" Window wid-th 










ti = ith pulse termina~oj time 
wr = ripple frequency~ 6f -trianguLar wave VF 
Or = frequency of modulating sine wave VR 
! 
2-15 
The window width flV is determined by the circuit 
constants and log_ic power ·auppli·es. For the implementation 
circuit o£ Fig. ~.4 
llV 
R2 \ -- 2. 3. 2 = - Vs R3 . - . 
/ 
/ 
. '. / 
The slop~ A of carrier wave is dependerit on 
modulating · sign_al amplitude, but it may be considered 
constant up to base frequency.with a constant amplitude of vR, 
for certain mode of operation. Once the pulse positions are 
krtowh, th,e number of pulses/cycle or half cycle as required 
' by Fourier analysis can be - obtained easily. S i nce the 
modulated wave has f(e±nw) = -f(e) symmetry, it only contai~s 
the odd harmonics. The Fourier coefficients are given by th.e ·. 
\ 
following equations (D~tail derivation is g .iven in appendix 
D) • 
2Vs Np (-l)i+l si;- no 1_ 1 ) A = - t (Sin no1 - 2.3.3 n nn i=l 1 2 o • o 
2V N p (-l)i+l ~ B s t . _(Cos no i-1 - Cos no1 ) 2.3.4 = n · nw i= 11 2 I o • 
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v = Logic power supply voltage 
s 
n = order of the ha:cmonics 
N p = number qf pulses/hal£ cycle 
&i = "ith pt:tlse termination position in r~d:U:lns 
These expressions are used in the .. theoretical verification of 
inherent featu;.,es ·of the _ delta modulated inverter. 
Volts per Hertz Characteristics:-
' The output of the inverter has a fundamental 
voltage to frequency constant 
. . characteristics up to base 
frequency. Beyond the base l~equency the fund~ental voltage 
remains constant, because beyond the .base . ·frequency , the 
.output '~[ave becomes constant .ampli tude square ' wave. From 
circuit analysis point of view this h expected. The · circuit 
implementation of delta modulation -is shown in Fig._ 2.4. In 
\ the circuit. of ~Fig. 2.4, A2 acts as a low pass filt;er besides 
I . 




V = · nth order harmonic o f the carr ier · wave Fn 
fl . 
V • nth harmonic of . the modulated wave In-





, 2.3 .• ~ 
2.3. 7 
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From equations 2. 3 o 6 and equation 2 o 3 o 7 one obtains 
.. 
VR ::: VFl = 
vll 






rr;- = (Rl. C) VR 
Since· the amplitude VR of modulating wave is 
·" constant and independen't of u I ' the ratio of VIl'/ l'l is also r · r · 
constant and i~depe!ldent of · u • This is true ·until · g , = l'l b 
. r · · , r r 
(Leo the base frequency) 1 at WhiCh point . mOdUlated WaVe . 
. f 
becomes a square wave of the · frequency l'lr o After thi s point 1 
fundamental voltage c~mponent v11 of the modulated w~~e 
voltage 
The fundame'ntal component of inverter output 
·'l 
at any frequency is given by 
' 
Np 2V (-1)i+l A ' = s J: ' (Sin -1 11 i=1 12 o o o c5i - Sin c5i-l) . '( ') 
2 .3 .. 9 
~ 
2V Np 
Bl = ___! E ._{-1)i+l (Cos 





V = lA 2 + & 2 ) 
. 1 1 1 
N. · = ·number of pul~es . p 
61 = _·ith' pulse t:ermination p~sition in radians. 
· .. 
·:· 







' V 11 / f gives the fund a menta .t voltage to modulating wave 
frequency ratio. Th~ plots of theoreticall VI 1 / f ratio is 
given in plot 2.6. It confirms the validit.y
1
of the results.• 
·\ ... 
Harmonics' in Delta Modulation: 
The dom.inent. hArmonic frequency in I the ~arri~r (VF} 
and modulated Cv1 ) waveforms are clos ~ t-6 the ripple 
frequenc;.y of t~e c;:arrier wave {VF). · As a re~ult, l<>.wer order 
harmonics in VF and. V 1 are ne9J.~gi~le, par\ticular·l~ ·in the 
low frequency operations. At high frequency , oper~tions, the 
fundamental itself is dominant th.e effects of higher 
harmonics are reduced even more. Especially, with passive 
R-L load and dynamic ~tor load I the effects df the domin~ni;_ 
high frequency components at the output· ~f d~l ta modulated 
waves are qui. te negligible-, since the impedance of such loads 
" . at h'tgh frequencies· are higher as compared to that of the 
fundamental. 
The theoretical harmonic analysis was \ carried out 
I 
I 
using the expressions £,.9r pulse termination an~, number of 
pulses as ·~ mentioned in the equations ·(~.3.1) to <2.3.5). The 
. . ,. ! I 
theor~~icai results ah~~ harm~nic content to be I sig~ifican·t· 
at lower freql_lency operation. . The Amonic conte?t deor_eases 
with the increase of the o~erating frlequt1 cy-· o:f · the 
,. inverter. Fig. 2. 7 shows the fact that, though , e harmonics 
· are high at low~equenby, they ~re so at or near .the 
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the carrier wave. At 50 Hz operation the dominant harmonics 
are 9th and 11th operating at 450 Hz and 550 Hz, 
respectively. Ripple frequency in this case is about 650 Hz 
as shown in Fig. 2.10. This shows that the effect 'of 
harmonics can be neglected with passive R-L Load or dynamic 
motor loads · 
The dominant harmonics\ vs frequency plots ~f ;Fig. 




can ·be reduced by changing the modulating index 
m =-
. AV at any frequency o! opera~ion. ~his change can be 
re~di~y attain~d by changing the amplitude VR of ~he 
modulating sine wave. ~his can ~e done without any further 
. . 
modification of the .circuits. This is advantageous for low 
frequency operat~on of inverters. At low frequency 
operation, the ripple frequency of carri~r wave is low. The 
I' 
l dominant harmonics at . low frequency can be brough~ down by 
I 
changing the modulating index m simply by changing the 
amplitude.of modulating sine wave. 
-
2. 3.1 RiEEle Freguenc~ of Carrier 'wave and Number of 
Commutation In Delta Modulation 
Number oJ\ commuta~-ion in , any inv:erter is an 
invertet. 
... 
important feature of the The increas'e in 
commutations results in increased commutation los.ses of the 
inverters. · ·Some applications such as the unin'terruptible 
. . . 
power supply system,, requires . the comlnutation in the 




















well as for perfect commutation process'. In delta modulation 
the commutation number depends on ~he ripple frequency of th~ 
carrier wave. Because each ripple cycle corresponds to two 
' 
transitio~ points in the modulated waveform VI' each of these 
transition points corresponds to a commutation in the 
inverter. In the delta modulation, if the window width !J.V of 
I 
Fig. 2.1 is ~ept constant, the ripple frequency w varies as 
r 
the amplitude of the m~ulating wave varies. The decrease in 
. . ' \ 
VR" in'\reases the ripple frequency, while the increase' in VR 
decreases t.he ripple · •frequency:.• In· the delta modulation 
implementation circuit of Fig. 2.4, the window 'width ·tJ.v is 
determined by the circuit constants and the logic supply 
voltage as 
2.3.12 
For particuiar VR' the ~aximum nrimbe~ of 
commutation is given by [30~ . 
2.3-tl.3 
The design .of logic circuit for del' modulation 
can be done~ f~ a certain maximum ·allowable number of 
commu~ati~ per second by choosing the appropriate capacitors -.: 
1and res~tance 'in the circuit. The flUmber of commutation at 














Since number of ~ommutation is related to· the 
number of modulated pu•lses per cycle'· another easy way of 
:f;inding the number of commutation is to determine the number 
pulses/cycle. The details are given in appendix B. 
The pulse termination position is given by 
o1 = or t 1 2. 3.14 
where t 1 is ~iv~n bi equat~on 2.3.1. Solution of the 
e~uation (2.3 . • 14) for 6i at o1 = w, gives the number of 
pulses/half cy'clEl, of the ·modulating wave VR •. ~ 
·_.,}. where 
i = N· p 
•'! , 
. . [f6r o1_ = w] 
'-N = number of pulses for half' cycle 
. p 
The number of conurtuta'tion per s·~cond is given by 
N = 2* Np * f c · r 
Th~ ripple freq~ncy of the carrier wave · is given by 
N . 





Equations (.2. 3.14) and ( 2 .'3 .17') . are, solved for varying 
frequency • . _'rhe results ·are plotted in.Fig. 2.10 with' various 
.. 
val.ues of ~odulating s~gnal level .VR. The results show that 
circuit ' the of 
\ . 
\ . . commuta~ion can be changed by varying. VR only. .!l'his gives a 
without changing any parameters, .number 
""\ ~hoic~ of9'changing number of commutation · in. delta ·modulation 
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2.4 Experimental Verification for Delta t:todulation 
Technique 
2-27 
This section deals with the verification of the. 
analysis -of delta modulation carried out so far. The 
implementat-ion of the logic circuits and verification of the 
main features of delta modulation are described in the 
follow~ng subsections in detail, 
! • • I . : , • 
. . " 
,. 2. 4.1 · Implementation -of the Logic Circuits 
. . ' 
. . . ' 
The· basic circuit used for the delta modUlat1on is 
' o ' I ' : , t • ' - · , 
shown i~ Fig. 2. 4. Before the output of the· modulator· 
circuit C'an be used •for· the inver-t:er· SCR operat'ion, ' the 
signals are to be proc.essed through the )ogic circuits to 
produce appropriate· gating signals for the main and 
. 
• w 
commutation thyristors. . Such a logic circuit was developed. 
The timing diagram of the signals · and logic diagram are shown 
in Fig. (2.fl) and (2.12) respectively. Details of the logic · 
· implementation. are give_n in Appendix . If.. - ~e · circuit 
parameters for circuit in Fig. -( 2. 4) are chosen as . 
R2 = 10 k ohm 
R3 = 100 k ohm 
c = .068 micro farad 
The design was based on maximum commutation number of 
1500-1600 at 30 t-Jz operation form .. 1, ·-·the output waveforms 
of this circuit . are _shown in Fig. 2.13 for 30Hz, 50 Hz and 
\ v • 
90 Hz operation respectively. The oscillographs · ·_clearly 
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Block diagram of. logic circuit. to produce the 
signals of the ~iming diagra~ for the switching 
-signals. of the single phase' DM inverter 
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Fig. 2.14 ~ ~ctua1 switching waveform at the output of the 
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mode. Fig. 2. 14 shows the actual signals generated by the 
modulated wave for the mai~ and commutati~n thyristors of an 
inverter at 30 Hz and ~'z operation. The main thyristor · 
signal is modulated wi~ high t~equency pulses of 1/3 rd duty 
cycle to avoid pulse tr~nsformer saturation. in the inverter. /( . 
2.4. 2 Vo.lts /Hz Characteristics of Delta Modulate·d 
tnverter Output 
It has . been shown · in section :2. 3 . 1 in the analysis 
·!· 
of the delta modula-tion that the ratio of 'th~· fundamental 
outp·ut voltage to frequency remain constant from low " 
fr\quency ~pera_tion t~ base frequenc;. . Beyond~ase frequency 
the fundamental voltage becomes constant as ·the transition 
from pulse mode. to squ<:'re wave takes place. 
' t . 
This fact was 
verified ~xperimentally ·with .. spectrum a~alysis of the output 
signal .of the delta modulator using a spectrum analyzer.; 
Figs. 2.16(a) to 2.16(d) show spectra for 20 to 120 hertz of 
# 
operation of the modulator in the st~ps of 10 h~z. The 
• 0 
spectrums' clearly show that as the fr'~quency of operation 
0 • • 
increases, ~he fun~amental component also increases linearly. 
A plot of ~undamen~al for frequencies~varying · from 20-120 H~ 
is drawn in Fig. 2.15.· These were obtained from experimental 
I . • 
spectrums. Fig.·· 2~15 shows that the vo.lts/hertz_ constant 
·" 
, characteristics for fund~mental vo~tage .is realizable in 
pract-ice without addi tiona! compl"W!xi ty in tli'e control · 
. 0. 
c<i.rcuitry. · 'l:he· praotical~y obtai~ed . V /£ character.i .stios ·of :· 
.· 
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Fig. 2.16(d) Frequency spectrum of delta mocful,lted wave at 
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obtained previously in Fig. 2.6 • 
I f 
Figs. 2.15 an~.l6 verify 
the fact that beyond base frequency the fundamental voltage • 
to frequency ratio increases as the fundamental ~oltage 
remains constant due to the fact that the modulated wave is 
converted to constant amplitude square wave ·beyond base 
frequency. 
2.4.3 Harmonics in Delta Modulated Inverter 
t t was mentiJned in . section 2. 3 ~ l. that at low 
• , frequency operation, 
"\ 
the dominant harmonics occur at low. 
/ ,frequencies: and at high frequency operation, the dominant 
, " 
harmonics take place at higher frequencies. This is because 
dominent harmonics occur at or near the ripple frequency .of 
• the triangplar carrier wave. At high frequency operation the 
fun.damenta~ becomes prominent ,and th(. harmonic component~ are 
· small in magnitude. These results were obtained from the 
Fqurier analysis of delta mddulated wave theoretically. 
Practically, the output of the · delta, modulated 
' 
wave was 
analyzed wit~ the help of Hewlett Packard spectrum .analyser, 
... ~ ... 
I (Model 85520). 
Fig. 2.17 shows that the f·undamental vol..tage 
. . 
increasee .. linearly with · frequency. upto base frequency and 
' • • 0 • • • • 
ma:tntains a constant level afteX' base ·frequency. At lower · 
. . .. ' . 
•. 
frequency of operation, the magnitude of the ·lower harmonics 
( ~rd, 5th and 7th), are lo~~ where.aa- the magnitude of the 
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the higher harmonics qradually decreases an~ t,he prominence 
of fundamental increases. 
2.17 and 2.18. 
It is quit~ evtdpt in Figs. 
. / 
Another feature in delta modu'1ation as indicated in 
section 2.3.1 is the harmonic contents of the modulated wave 
can be reduced at lower frequency of operation by chang~ng 
the ampiitude modulating signal VR. This can ~e done at ea~e 
.. 
without further mo.di"ficat.ion in circuit~ The effect of 
. ~ 
change of VR on ·tne harmonic contents.is shown in Fig. 2.17. 
and 2~18. · It . is evident .from the ~~g. 2.17 to ·2.18 that the 
harmonic contents of the modulated wave·are effected with the 
' . . , 
change ~~ the .~a-~ue· qf VR ~ · . • 
. 2.4.4 Number of ' commutations 
Numbar .of co~utations in .delta modulat~d inverter 
~ 
is determined .' by. the ri~ple) f:t:equenc~ of · .. ~he _tria~gular 
carrier wave, which . in turn is dependent ~". the magnitude of 
.the modulating sine wave once the .control circuit parameters 
are , specified. Numb~r of conunutation i~ associated· ·with 
comm~ta tion :losses in an in.vetter ; ~nd . . the comriauta tio~ takes 
' . ' 
pl~ce in -every ·switch.ing. po!nt o~ ~he· -modulated wave .-pdlse • 
. Usually ~~e ~ontr6t· ~ircuit ~lbr; . . the . . modulator . is designed 
. \ 
with maximum - al~o~able· number of co~utation, ~hich sets· the . 
. 
values of R2, R3 .a.nd c of the control·. circuit of Fig. 2.4. 
. . ' 
However during . operat~·on_,' · thi~ .· number.· of ~ommutati~ri. p~r 
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wQrds changing the ~ulation index,' Number of commutation 
is_ largest when the frequency of operation of the inverter is 
low and it decreases as the fre'1uency of operation of 
inverter goes up. Fig. 2.19 shows ·the variation of 
commutations crs a function of modulating index. Thus the 
experiment.a! r~sults compare favourably with th~e obtained 
the_o_;-~t.ically, as_~ll_o_wn in Fig . ..2__._l0. 
-", 
2.5 
. " . ·.;. .-
Comparisontof Delta Modulation with' Sine Modul'atiori 
The cornmonl~ used modulation technique f~.r the 
. . . 
inverters ·at present is· sine modulation. This method uses a 
reference sine wave and a carrier trianguiar wave to produce 
·the required switching pulses £or the thyristdr of .J an 
' 
· inverter. A simple realization of ·the sine PWM is done. 
However • in practice such · control circuit"s 
y 
require various 
complex modifications and addition's to meet the needs of the 
. 
loading nature of the inverter • 
......_ 
·sasical'ly, - sine modulation 
·was introduced to reduce the harmonice at the output of the 
.. . 
. inverter. Practically the modulatio~ index and the ,Pulse 
'number per .half' cucle deter·mine th~ harmonics of th.e 
.Z' ... • . 
modulat~d wave. This . is shown by Fourier analysis of the 
-~ ' 
sine PWM •.. The Fourier· c;;;nlclents of sine mo"uJ ated wave is 
: . 























i=l, 2 •.• 
4E - N 











--· fj, 2 2 
N = Number of ·modulated pul~es/half cycle 
61 = pulse width ·of the .ith pulse .. 
sin 
ll .= ~ ,;.. di.stance b~fween su~·ces:s~ve pulses 
. ~r \ m~x.imum carrie.r wave vo~tage 
E = -maximum reference sine wave voltage 
e 1 1 ti (2i-lh ·21-1 A ·, . i = _pu se oca on = 2 N =- - 2- ... 
w = ~ = : modulation index 
r 
the pulse width ·pf i th pul_se is given by 
2-44 
( nwt) dwt. 
' 2 .• 5.1 
2.5.2 
The detail.de~iva~n for sine 'pwM is give)\ ~h appe~d:i:x V •. 
The Fourier . coef'ticient$ . expressions ciearly indicate. that . 
. . (, . . . . . ' . , 
. . . 
toe hjrmonic ~ontents_ · depend Oft the ~umber . ,of: pulse/h~l-f 
. ' 
. cyple a~d . . the. modul~tion index •. I The . hJlrmon~ci . ana.lys is i~ 
,.. . \ 
. illustrated i.n. Fig. 2·,20 and 2.21 showing harmon·i~s in sine 
• 
modulat_ed ~nvert~r ·.·with_ m~dulatio~ ~fdex. 
and 2.21 show that the:r:e . exists an· optimum 
The figur es . 2·. 20 
.· " . . . ""'' 
l i I . 
. ' 
.. 
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.half cycl~ ~~ a particular modulatj.ol\ index; ··- which . gives 
rise to the lowest harmonic contents at . the~ ·output. - · Any 
other number of pulses per half· cycle increase- the harmonic. 
• • ' • • • 0 • • 
' contents -at the output of the inverter • . The number :of pulses 
. . ' . . . . . ") .· . . . 
. i-n a practical ~mplementatioh is determined by the ratio of 
1 .mo~ul a ti~g wa_ve ~ ·fr(;\qtfe~cy" t~ the carrie~ wave· freque-ncy 
( f /f ) • ' .For a particular number of"" pulse per hal_f · cycle, _ 
r c ~~ . . ~ 
' :this requires the ratio .of _fr/fc to be kept constant at 
i 
cei:tcii:~ value. As also evident from_ the harmonics plot~ in ' 
Fig. 2~21 the harmonic contents · also depend on the mod~lation 
"' .I • . , . \ 
index m. At higher modulation index, the pulse width is no. 
longer a functio~ : o~~the "·mo~ul~ting w~ve at all the ri,sing \.... 
and falling edges of carrier wave. Consequently, the 
' 




continue . to be the function of a sinusoid. 1he number . of 
" pulses "' and modulation index criterion necessitates addition~!· 
' : . . . . ... 
· control circuitr~ in the modulator to give a sat:-ia~ac~~~Y 
.· ._ 
· operation. It\ is a. standard practice ip sine PWM ·.-:to have 
' ~ . 
two, and only two !itteraecti~n of triangular ·carrier wave 
witn sine modulating wave during each 
& ~ 
wave. This implies a frequency 
period ·of · -t~iangular ·. · • 
limitation in siqe 
I. . . t 
mod~lation. For sine wave frequency less than the . frequency 
. of triangular wave . .OOre t~an . two int~rse,ct~~ oc~ur ·in ·'one' 
' . . . ' . 
~ime Pfriod of triangul r wave and the generation of PWM by · 



























' • . 
• 
. , .,· 
... 
~. 
.... . - ··- -
I 
... 
proper synchronization of .th§ 'carrier triangular wave with 
. t})e modulating wave in order · ~o find a well defined. cross 
over of carrier with modulating wave. 
. . . . ' This. is achieved by 
cha~ the carrier wa~e frequen'cy w~~h • si:e •mod:ulatin~ 
wav~ .doing s~, . the .condition .of fr./f 0 ratio i~ . se~ to ~e 
- ~ . . . . -
an integer number ' to ~void introduction of unwanted 
. . 
·harm6nics! All these req~irements. increase the circuit 
~ 
' ..... . . "' 
complexity in sine PWM ~ Furthermore, ·ariy special mode . of 
operation, like the 1const.ant. volt~'•-:::.~ h;;r~Zto base 
. f~equency ' anq constant power mode thereafter-;t'equires special 
·.current "and voltage controis to be added hn th.e modula :ion 
. i' 
• . . . . .. · 
cfrcui ts. ·. Various control 'techn).ques · were evolved to solve 
\ . 
~these and other requ~rements of sine modulation technique. 
But in the .case .of delta modulatio~n technique, it 
. ,. . 
i~ already shown that most., of these requirements a~;e ~t by 
~imple . loqi·c . circuit .i~plemen~ati~n . wi.tbout . addition~! 
I } • ' 
~ ' . ' ... ~ . . 
control ·circuitrY... lts inher~mt· property pf 'lower harmonic'· 
• .- . ·. . . ' . . ' . . . . ' . · tfl· 
.cont.ent at .. . higher.~req~~ncy operation·, eaay control'· · of· 
harm~ilic \ c~ntenta !by moclula~ing the . sine . 
. ~ . ~ 
(Va.> . an.d . ~he in~ere.nt property of volts · 
o ' '• I ' , 1 , • • 
· · cont.r~~· 
vould make the delta modulation competitive with •aine 
• 
' modula.ion techniques for applications · in ac . motor dr.ives, 
' . ... : ' 
. ... . ' ' ' ' .. ,
particularly . PM synchronous types. . Delta .... modul,ation 
techniuq~ gives riae to higher. harmonia contents at low 
., ' . ' . 
irequef\CY op•rat.i~_n, ))ut. tbe 4ominant. · barmonida ·in . such low 
·• . · Jo 
.. 
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2-53 
.. 
f X;e·quency operation are ·the higher harmonics beyond the '7th 
. . . ; I 
o~. ~bove, _whose magnitudes . ~re . ~suaily .low: . . Since ·t h e · 
d;>minent. harmo~ic freq~encies are·. _the . hi~h ftequ~~cf' o.nes, 
. 'they ca~ . ~·~ easily filter ed out. : Thla . is another ,advantage 
of delta ~dulation ov~r sipe modulation. · 
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; ( . 
of delta / This chapter covers . the basic .operation I 
modulated inverter wlth ~ passive loads • . itt( The analytical 
results obtai~ed for del t~ modulated inverter ·in prev-ious 
· ~ ' • ~ ' • ' I .' ' ' 
chapter. are· used in predicti~g performance of pa·ssive loads 
.. 
with · inve~t~r supply. The · passi:ve · loads considered· are 
• ' I . • . - . . . 
! ' 
resistive .and -R-L toads. .Inyerter··. equations are · us.ed to 
predict. the load ·current, power, voltage and power factor. 
. . '· . . . . . 
. 
The . valJ.di ty of some of the features of d~l ta · modulated 
inverters are ve·rified · with ·. P.assive load conditions. 
I ., • _I . 
Theoretical ·results are . veJ;ifiea"' experimentally for a single 
. p~~se ,full bridge ·. del~.a modulated inve"rter with passive R and , \ 
R-IJ loads. 
4 
, 3 .:1· ' Analysis . o'f Delta PWM Inverter ·with Passive Loads 
' I 
J,ike .·oth.er· . i'nverters~ the ·: output o·f · a delta 
modu~~d inverter ia non~·ainuaoi~al ~d .c<1ntaiOa bar"':'n~ca. ­
:. ·""\' Thf" harmonica toget}>or with i;)lo jii!Ada~ntal (a"l'l"'nont, . 
. , determi~~ .the performance of ·the _loads under study. · In delta 
' . . . . . . . ' . -~·' 
·/ modu·lat.ed _i~verter, it ia 8h9wn _.- in th~ previou.s chapt~r . that 
·• ~he ·:harmonic, ~on~ents~ ~re such · t.hat, at · .. ·lower fr~quen~y .of 
·operation, . the .;LC>wer har~onice : ar~ ~-naignificant. · and high~r 
. , . . 
.... 0 . • . 
harmonica , are doJiliiu~nt·. · For hi~h · frequency operation, the · 
domil)en~ harmoni'ca oni.-ol . but. at reduced 
.... 
• I 























magnitude. The dominant har·monics at the outpu_t .of the delta 
........, "-'t. 
modulated inverter determines · the current ahd power to a 
' 
given passive or active load. For passive loads', the 
. . 
harmo~ics . aff~ct: th~ ·;urrent, v~{tage ·· ~nd ' power ot the load 
' , . ... 
.- and determine the waveshape of load current as well. 
• 
• ' J . ' ' • However, the ~armonic components have other implications 1wh'en 
the load is active and dynamic. 
3 .1.1 "Basic Equations for Passive Loads fed -. with 
Inverter 
-
In · c?aptet-2, th'e basic equations for· the ha~monic 
determination of derta modulated inverter output voltage, are 
d~veloped. The voltag~ at th~ output of. the inverter is 






n•l, 3 •• ; 
.  . 
t v .. 0 
,., n•l, 3 ••• 
(A~Cosnnrt + Bn Sin nrt) 
(valid upto base frequency) 
' ' ' 
4V . 
3.1.1 
~ .. s Sinnrt 
.. 
. ·. :. , 3.1.2 
f .> (valid beyond base' fre·quency), . 
~- ., 
·where the Fourier · coefficients . An' \an~, Bn are de'fi~ed Hi 
' ""\ . ... •, 
e q u a t i o n · .1s ·, ( 2 • 3 • 3, ') a n d ( 2 ; 3 • · 4 ) • 
-Upto base frequency, · the nth Voltage harmonic is 
given by ' . 
V • (~ 2 + B 2)1/2 on n ,n . . 3.1 ~3 · ·I 
For frequenaiea beyond the - baae . frequen~y, tbe,nth 1 
harmonic vo~tage ia given by 
. . 
' . 

























·3. 1. 4 
· .. .,. 
For passive 'l.o~ds with · ~ithe.+ R or R-L combination, the load .. . 
current · ca~· b~ determined· by usi~g equations (3 .i~ i) to 
( 3• •. 1. 4'). The. nth ha~m~nic impedance of _the load is g~v~~ by 
~ // 
whe~e 
Z = R + I:lWL 
n 
R = resistance in ohm 
n = harmonic number 
.. 
w = 2wf, the angular frequency (rad/sec) 
L = inductance in henry 
. . 
i 
. / 3. r. s 
The load impedan~e value and the magnitudes of the 
• • • • • • • 1, ... 
harmonic voltages can be used to·aetermine_ the load ~urrent 
. and power delivered by_· the inverter to the road • 
.-. 
;· 
The curr.ent harmonics ~re given• as z r· . r-! v· · 
• ,<-4 I . . on 
·-, on z n · 
' 
' 
· The r. m. s. load current is given ·by 
. 2 -i/2' 
. I · 2 1022 I .2 
.. I - • (_Q.L +- + 023 +· 
· .. ~a · 2 ·2 
I • . . 
+ on ) 
,..-:-
Re41 pOWer ·to the load can . ~e found by the_equation 
. . . 
·,· 
3.1.6 
3 .1:. 7 
.. 
. . ~ 2 A. ' • • pt • 1 rins h . · . .- · ~ · .... • • . 3.1.8 . , 
. ,t ',., ' II • • , :' 'J 
• o ~ ' ' ' , ' o ~\ ' '• I " • 
· . . Also the l\atmonic :current equation ( 3 .1. ~) 
. . ... · . . ' .., : ,. ·,~ · . :-.' . ... . ·. ' .• . . . . 
used 1;o dete~mine .. the ~oad . our ran~ wa_yelibape .. aa t . 
can be · 
..... .. . 
, • <t.' ' _: • \' • • 
• · •Jnn · t 
."! •· " ·. I,. .li . .r 
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3-5 
. These equations· are used i'n analysing the 
~ ' performance of R and R-L loads, · f~d by the delta modulated 
invertef• The results are verified experime~ally. 
, ,, 
....... 
3 •. 2 . verifica.-eion of Results 'wi.th Resist! ve Load · 
. . 
For a resistive load, · the impedance • value in 
·.circuit .of Fig. (3~10) is the resista~ce R, which is 
.the determfn·ation of resistive 
.;, . 
frequency independent. · Henc~ 
. . 
·- ~ · ~ - - . tquation~ (3.1.3) to (l.l.7) load performance becom~s _easy. 
• 
give the . expressions· fC?r the- -invert1r output_ voltage and 
7 
r.m.s. -current .to the resi~tive load [Z = RJ'. 
'. 
Power consumed. py th~ resis~ive load is 
- ·. . . .. 2 R. 
~load = Irma •. 
.... 
. t ' 
'3·. 2 .1 
• -~1 
These .~quat,i.cins · together . with harll!-oni:c current 
e~uatio':ls describ~d in .sect.ion 2~3~1 ·of .. chap~er 2, were 
solved 
I ' ' "' f' • ' 
to find the resist! ve road . behaviour with delta 
modu-~ated inVf3~ter. . Unlike · _.oth~r inverters, the curreht at 
· 1ow~r frequency operati~ fqr • res.iative · load . is found to be 
. ·. . . . . 
higher._ . ~or' resistive ' ·J,.o~d, the higher·. ~armo~ica 'nea~ . the 
. .. .,.r.ipple ' frequency ... o ·f the· carrieJ:I wave·; bont-ribute 
" • " · · · (lit 
significantly. · t.'oward~· the load . current 'and . 'power. As a ·· r 
. . . . a. . . • ' ' . . 
r~sult, at·' low~~ ·fr~quancy of op:~ratton the , curran~ ~nd power 
are li'igher • . - .Ali the frequency. of .. op'eration. ia incr·eased, 
I I , ' • • 
these higher -iarmoi\iaa· · are : reduced in mag!'·i tude, whare~.f ' the 
l l •. 
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3-6 
current and ·power due to the fundamental increases. These 
. ,-
results are verified both by theoretical calculations.and .by 
experiments. 
·results are gi"en 
"' 
analytical .results. ·and · the experimental 
~~. ·Figs. .( ~. 2) and ( ~. ~) ·respe~:ti:~ely. 
. . . .' · 
: ·Correspondlng numerical values of the resul ~s are included in 
I , 
ApJ;>endi X V:i: • The results ·-show a good agreement between the 
theqretical and expe~imental results. It. validates the 
comments made ·so far for the re~istive load~haviour fed 
from delta modulated inverter. The effect~· change of 
modulation ' index (m) is also' shown on the plots. Since the 
' / •' . 
load is resistive, the · current has the same waveshape as the 
~ 
inverter· outpu~ v.oltage~ 
·(current waveshapes . fo . 
It· has the same harmogic contents 
Hz . and 95 ~z operation is .s~~~~ in 
\. . 
oscillograph F'ig. 3 ·.4(a) ·.an · •4(b) for, VR = ~.· s and VR = 
6.75 respectively). .The resul~s sh~w· t1fe .general, tre~d · ·of 
, • 
incr~asing voltage, · current an4 power upto base frequency and 
these· become const;.ant beyond the base frequE!!ncy .• Power · 
factor ls constant thro'ughout the 'entire operation •. ' Due .to 
. ' 




' 3 3 
. . ,_ 
. . . 
. The study ot · inverter with . R-L · load ·i.s 'important. · ! . 
"' ' . . . .. . . ., 
for . furthe~ .. i~vest!gation •. · o~ . the . \;,rfor~·~·caa .' . ~f _ root.orfl 
drives ! ~·Apart · f.rbm · soma ~ot,i:Ve dynarnio ~~uroe, the ·motor 
.. 
. 
• • t ' • • 
, ' 
inverter: iii a . co~p'tex 
\· 
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......., : 3-lS. \ 
approacll for such study is already outlined in secti-on . ·3 .1. 
~ -~he key. equations for- performance, analysis of R-L load~ are· 
dEf~cribed in equation .< 3. 1.1) to ( 3 ~ .1. _9.) •• 
. 
Inve-rter equations are solved to g_et the 
\ . . .. 
perfor,mance 'ch~~acte~is~~~s . fo·r : ... R..;L. load •. ,. The plots of 
• " • Q ' • : • • • ·• : • '. • • • •• • • • 
. current and power to load ... characterist.ics . as ' frequency 
. ... . . . \ . ~. . . . 
· ~hang~s are .. ~ho~n in Fig~. ·_'~ ·.s(a}" to:e . 3.'5(~) and. ··~ • .7(a) to 
' 3 . ~ (c)_: . : . The · curr~nt'. and . po~er to ' the lo~· . inc~~aaea u\'tO ·· 
ba:s·e·., frequepcy . ~nd th~~ . start draping d ~n · beyond base 
. ' 
. . . . \ fr~quency~ . 1 
. ( :: ' 
The analyti'cal .resul1;.s: show that for the R-L load, 
" the load curren~ and active· pow~r · follqw. ·the. desired pattern 
required for a. c·. motor .drives.. . . The hi,gher ha,rmoni~s with 
• • , .-y • 
. 
larger . mag'nl tude .. at lbw·. frequency of· operation do not 
' ' 
contr.ibute much ·to. th_e · load cu~rent despite· their · high 
. \ 
magnitude. The total ·-impedance j.s d~p~n(,ient on-t:he fr~~ue~_cy 
. . . . . \• ~ 
of the . harmonics.· Since at lower freq~_ency ·· the dominent 
. ~ . . 
harmonics take place a~ higher frequencies (1at or near · the 
' ·• • . . • \ I . • • • 4 . 
·ripple ·. · frequency of · th carrier ·. wav:e) , : the 'current du:e · to 
~ . (\. ~s... .. . 
these, ~armonic are -~·'?'w as Xl Qf the load ·is large. at·~~·high 
fr~quencies •. This re~!l ta in · prominence of. :·the · fupdamental 
' f • ' I t I ' 
" . - \ . . ~ . . . . .. 
com,POnent for the ·whole frequ~ncy :range · 9f.~io~. As 8: 
result the· volt~ge' se~ri by the load .is· mo~t;y ~he · ~~~~ntal 
. . ' ~ ', . 
Voltage • contpOnent Wl\i . baa ·. a linear constant character-istic 
. . . .. 
The ·a."rt.alytlcal r~s~l ts . obtained · · 
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' • from equations ( 3. 3. 1 ) to _( 3. 3. 3) are pre&ented in Fig. 
(a) to 3.5(c) for 20 to · l20 ~z of,inverter operation for 
5. SV, 6 . • sov· and 6 • . 7·5V res'pectively. · The · results show 
' 
base frequ_ency, · the .current. and power t,o the load 
.. 
These. quanti.tie~ drop down as _t:requency of . 
ly. incr~ased beyond. base frequency. . This 
.is because ?eyond 1,1ency ·the · ·voltage . has. constant 
1 • • • r . 
characted.stl:c$, wherell:s 'hhe im~edance ~f R-L load in:creases· 
. 1 • . . _p : •• 
·with increase 'iri frequency· ·of operation. As a· resl,ll.t, t)ower 
.1:-o the .loa~ decreases~ tog~t~r .. with ~urrent and power ' fact~r 
of the load. The effect 'of cha~ging · modulation i~de_x m in f/ 
'.i!nv~rter is tp : change· the . base frequency of the 'inverter and 
also to chan(Je . t.-he harmonic . characteristics cif inverter 
out,put • So if wit]l R-L . l~ad, the. modulation· index of 
inverter is changed, i,t is expect~d ·. that . ' the . bas_e fr.equ~n·cy 
'.wili change and the load current power :and . ~wer 'factor will 
' ~ . . . 
.' c:.  
chan.c;J e too. The• effect of changin·g (V ) is. evid·ent in 
' ·R • 
results of the Figs. 3.S(.a) ,to· 3.5(c). ; 
· Since the voltage of . the inverter output is 
modulate~ · and the load ·is R-L, it: is exp~cted that the 
9-~rrent waveshtf,e of the· R-L· .. lo.ad w~ll 'have a s _inusoidal. 
wavesha,I)~ 'fth prom.inent"rip~l,es .sitting on it. This current 
\ . . 
wave has lower harmonic contents as \<~~'ell. Equation (-3.·3.4) 
is used to find _the nature of . 'the -load current . for VR • 6 o 75V 
I ' , ' '• ., 
and 5 .,SV. The~e · ar~ presented in Figs, · 3 o 6 (a) · and .. 3 o 6 (b) 
• . 















respectively for 50 and 95 Hz of operation. The change~ in 
. 
modulating index m (or VR) has the effect on current 
waveshapes. As VR is increas~d,. th• ripples on the sine 
current . waveshapes dec're,ases, because of the lower number of 
switching of inverter gates. in eacll cycle. 
The above theoretical · results are verified 
experimentally under the same conditions as specified in the 
analytical . case~ The Figs • . 3.7(a) to 3.7(c) · ·show the 
. 
variations ' of ' the load current, power and power faqtor with 
~ 
variable frequency . input to· the load.; The plots also shOW· 
the effec~ of chang~ng · VR. The numerical data for plots ·of 
' ! Figs. : 3.7(ah .to 3.7(c)· is included ·in Appendix .,vi. 
'• 
The · 
experimental load current waveshapes are pictured for 50 and 
95 Hz operation. These are shown. in rigs. 3.8.(a) to 3.8(b) 
. . ~ 
for VR = 5.5V, '-~OV ~nd ~ ~ 75V ~e~pectively. rt · is evident 
that · the experimental result.s. and analytical. resui·ts are 
close enough. · Variations in e~~rimental· results. are. due to 
the commutation interval between ·successive positive and 
negative pulses at the invert~r~ output. e effect of 
.. 
commutation ~ntery-als were not considered predicting~· the 
analy~ical result~. However in commutation · 
.. ' 
intervals are · al~ays there in a t~yristor circuit. · 
. . 
\ 
















The most versatile and · reliable . variable . speed 
drJ.ves are the cage rotor . ~n<~,uctbn ·mtors. wh~Se Speeds are 
controlled by variation o~ · sta.tor fr~quency ., The · common · 
method o~ supplying . ~· •. c. ·motors noWo-a-days .is: by the eta tic ~ 
voltage converters · and inverters. To meet the · various' . 
I 
.. ._ ...... . -
th~ .inverters ·· requir_e complex 
con trot t:ircui ts. · The . harmonics· at the iriv:erter -output 
, . . 
·determine the steady . state ·. and ttansi~nt pe:t;"formance of the 
. ' . 
motors. In thi~ . chapter, the operation of a single phas.e 
. . 
induction motor. on a variable - ~quemcy supply with delta 
modulated inverter i"s e _xamined. ·· The' an.a·lys'i~ and 
experimental verifications of the steady state performance of 
. . 
singie phase · in~uction moto~s are b~sed ·on full bridge delta 
modu.lated · inve~te'r s'upply. 
:\ ' -,. . 
" 4.1 ·Induction· Motor as Variable· ·Frequency Invert,er Fed 
Drlv~s · 
The majority of · industrial drives . are electric -~ 
motors because they are controllable and re'adily available. . '---~ 
. . . ' , ·. . . . .. .. . 
In practice, most of 'these drive's · afe 'induction motors. It 
' . . 
has been the desire 'o·f manufacturers to ·vary · ·the speed of 
. ' .. . .. -
induction· motors by · eiectr'ical m~ahs. This · a.im
1
_ has been · 
technicall;y' possible for some years 'due . to: adv·ances in pc)wer 
electronics and now a~ailable at CCjllparable coat and qual-! ty · 
-~o alternate systems • 
















I '\ . • I . ' ' 
'' A standard induction· motor13 . is esdentially a 
constant speed machine when supplied from the mains of fixed · 
voltage and fixed frequency. _The rptolfr s~eed Nr ·. of induction 
motor is given by_ r····, 
' ( ---:·r ·J 
where 
continuous 
( 1 s) ·120f 
= 
..:.---:--'--:----- r . P _pm 
. . 
f = . frequency . of s.upply- c/s 
N - N· 
s = slip ::: 8 r · 
Ns : 
p = number of poles 
'-· ' N~· = synchrc:mous speed 
4~l.l'\ 
The relation •for induction motor sp~ed shows that a 
.,. ' ... 
~ ' 
speed variation is obta'inable if the mot'or 'is' 
-... 
' suppl~ed· from . a variable frequencY: 'supply. Also to mai~tain 
a - constant .tor~ue, _ the ... flux _should ·-be inain~ained constant 
which can be achieved by a 
frequency: 
lin~ar voltage variation with , . ' 
.• 
The-re .are basically three modes of operation of · 
a. c. motors ~hen operated from -variable frequency variabl~ 
.. 
· voltage · supply •. These are 
. .··.\ :.·-· 
,,.,.. , ~. . . ,. 
~ Constant torque modes 
.··, 
. ' 
the flux is maintained constant, ~hich ' requir~s a 
·linear V/f ,ari~tion. 
co'natant power mode& 
the vol tag~ is raised · ~s :~-.Power fa~ to~ drops: 























• • • ~'{1- . 
In fact, the con.trol via frequency and ·voltage ' _. 
,\ . •. 
variation confers to fh motor torque-speed characteristics, 
which are similar to tho.se of d. c. motors (Fig.. 1 • 2 of 
chapter 1) when the . f . . q.uency . · a .nd voltage are done' ·in ·such a 
way . -t;:.hat 'v/f is constant up• to bas~e fre<ilu~ncy and remains 
eonstan~_beyo~d base - frequ~ncy · ~Fig. L 1 of chflpter 1) • · In 
. ' 
ordinary. voltage ··. source inverters or in current soutc~-
inver.t~ts, essentially square wave.s. To. 
attain the- desired to~~e speed characteristics in· such 
. inver.ter fed motors, .it is usually req~ired . to provide· 
addi ti~nal control. circuitry using feedback from. the shaft of 
the. mo-t!or . to change the · frequency and · tlie vol t9,ge. The 
va~iation of voltage initiates a dou~le conversion process in 
. . . . : . ~ 
such in:erters· ·due .·to the '~di t'ional \ vol tag~ control, uaual"ly 
a controlled rectifier or a variable \ransformer added to the 
input · side. of the inverter. Also, since these inverters have 
. ' 
~igh harmonics at. their output, proper filters are required· 
to eliminate dominant . harmonics to reduce high frequency 
losses in the motors. On the other hand, the PWM technique 
elimi'nates . th~ double . c~nversion process by incor.porating 
inherent voltage control techniques . inside the inverter 
logic. Some ba.sic PWM 'technique1 now in use, for .a.c. motor 
drj.ves· are mentioned in section 1. 3.1 of chapter 1. These 
PWM t 'echniq·ues ·')'iave better harmonic elimination methods than 
· the ordinary VSI and csi·• s. ·With PWM technique, it is also 





























possible to attain 





any particul' mode of motor operat~on~. 
be achievlfl" in commonly used sine ' PWM ·, 
inverters by in~ng the complexity o...,.f the controls. The 
proposea de1 ta modulation techn-ique has th·e unique 
characteristics of aChi.eving the ~,o .of operating modes: the 
constant torque {lnd constant volt~ge mode of motor drives 
. I 
without any addi t,ional control c_irbui ts.. ";l'he constant.. VI f 
.. . .. . \ 
characteristics up 1to base' · frequen?y requi.red for constant 
. ' \ 
torque and. constant power operation . of a. c.. motors 1 ar~ 
4 
inherent in delta modulated inverters. The following section 
/, . 
I. 
analyze and verifies the results of performance of single 
' 
phase induction motor f-ed from full· bridge delta mOdulated 
inverter • . 
4.2 Harmonic Equivalent Circuit of Single Phase Induction 
Motor ' 
The equivalent circuit is ·derived· from double 
revolving field. theory. Since the inverter "t>utputs ·contaiq 
harmonics 1 it is necessary to t .ake into account the effect of 
all dominant harmoni9s in the mo'tor performance_. T<? do th~s 1 
' 
the basic approach is to~ replace th~ ' equi'valent citcui t o"f 
\ . 
-motors with their harmon~c equivalent . ~~· Tl)e· modifi~d . 
harmonic ·equivalent ~ircui.t fol""'ltf5i6 ph~se in~uctiori. motor 
is given in Fig. · 4.1 , [3~, 311 
.. ' 
where · k =! harmonic number 



















,_) r2k = kth harmonic rotor resistance kX1 = kth harmonic stator leakage reactance 
' 
s = 




ktll~rmonic cur~ent ·~~~' . 
,. 
Yk = kth harmonic voltage 
-: ·, 
Emfk = ·back emf due to forward rotating field ·d:ue ·to 
'· . 
kth . harmonic voltage_· · 
Embk = back emf due to· backward rotating f·ield due 
'to kth harmonic. val tage 
The nature of variations of' reactances, . rotor 
resistance and slip due to variable supply ·frequency - ~nd 
harmonics are formula te<i in appendix A. 
For the equivaLent ci;cuit shown i.n\Fig. ·. 4.1- the 
kth harmonic current 'is given ·by 
\ 
4. 2.1 
where zTk • zfk + ~bk + _rl 
(ZTk, Zbk and r 1 are defined and formulat-ed in· appendix I). 
If the equivalent cirdui t parameters for the motors 
. 
. are known, · it is possibl~ to determine the mo~oz:: currents at 
various fre·quency of· operation; for determining the stea·dy 
, I , 
' ' 



















.steapy State Analys!s of 1-Pha.se !nduction Motor 
Fed from Delta Modulated Inverter 
The following steady. state analys.~s neglec~~ the 
1 
effects of ,pulsat.ing •torques pro~uc:ed in. inv~rt~r o. fed -rOotors ~--· 
due. to · lntex:act'.ion between flux produced. by dif.'fere~t : 
harmonl.c currents. · · · 
- ~ 
The : sing.l_e pha.se induction: motor model of Fig .• 4.1 
. . 
~lfOWS one to deterrn~e the funda~e~tal llarmonic ·currentS-"~0 
the motor (Eqn. 4. 2.1) if th·e corresponding'_ fundamental · and 
. . . 
hi:lrmonic voltages at the inverter · output· are "know~. T~E)--J 
output voltage~ of tbe delta modulate~ inverter is defined in. 
equations 3.1.1 to 3.1.4. 
~- The. ~eve loped power due to · forwar~ 
revolving field of kth voltage har~ontcs are· 
and backward 
' ... 
p I )c. 
2 
* • SRfk gfk = 4 .. 3.1 
.P gb"k = I 2 * .s~k 
'• k 
. . . ;. 
4.3.2 
The torques _developed ~e to . the ·ltth harrric;mics 
given by 
Internal power .~eve loped\ d'!e to kth harillonic is 
Tdk ,. (l-S~) cat8 Tdk 4.3.4 
0 ' . 
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and input power due to kth harmonic is 
• 2 
PIK ::: pdk + 5k ·pgfk + (2-Sk) p + . Ik rl 4. 3.6 gbk 
equations t4.2.1) to . (4.2.6), · ' I solving the responses 
. . ~ . 
to the irtdividual harmonic . vol.tag~s .cp.n be found for our.rent, Q 
,. J ' I ' 't 
power and . ·torque 9f the motors. The , indiyiduai responses .. for . 
fundamental and harmo'nics are super impOsed 
. ·" 
t'o predi ct . . the . 




from delta modulated inverter. 't'he details are · given 'i'h · · 
( appen~ix A). 
-
4.3.2 Theoretical Results 
( · The single phase 
!ill • 
induction motor. model ·and 
theoretical analysis developed so far ha's been used to find · 
the performance ch~racteristics -~f two single phase induction 
' 
motors d£ l /4 and 1/2 hp r·~·ti.ngs • . The .. motor ~rameters use~ ... .. 
. . 
for analysis a~e list$d in Appendix A. / 
( ~ 
P~ formance . . chara-cteristics, for the two motors are 
\ ' ' I 
plotted in .. ~gil! / 4. 2 to 4, 7 -for. variOUS modul~t:iOD" ind~X• · 
~ . . . 
The .general . trehds of :;{ these pe·rformance curves are as 
:' " I 
.· , . I , . 
follows:- upto . the base frequency, the. motor cut'r~nt, power 
. . • . ? ' .... 
factor, developed maximum . torqu~ . arid efficiency .increases 
wi th increase in1 fr~quency of operation. Beyond b~rse. th~ 
~req.uency, • . powe~ factor, .mot.or current aftd maximum power 
. . 
* .. deve_loped have almost . constant. profi l-e wi th a small 
. 
' .. .. 
dtYc~easing nature at _hig~ speed. · ~ .. • , r' 
) ~ ' 
... 
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On the other hand, the maximum torque developed at 
the airgap has constant characteristics upto the base 
. frequency and decreases beyond the base frequency as 
frequency' of operation increases. Speed variation of · the 
motor though not, shown- in the. characteristics curves 1 has a 
linear variation wit~ · frequ_en~Y:· The change ' in mqdulation 
. . 
i'ndex changes - the base·· ·f;requency of- motor ' operation·. and that 
& • • • • .. -
="' ' ' . -is evident from the various plots with - different modulation 
.. • • _j • • • • • • • • •• • : • 
'index. As a result of . change ~n th~ base.- 'fre~uency wlth 
modulation iridex~· · the range of · motor 'oper~tion on ·. constant 
torque and COnStant pOWer modeS 1 Changes , ' t.00 • Th~oth~r "' 
effect of changing the ~adulation · index -~ is to change the 
harmonic beha'viour of the inverter ou:tput voltage-• This.~ 
is reflected in · the ~lo~s fo~ di'ffe~ent p~we~,. to;q:~ .. 
current and power factor · values · at · the · same . o~era.ti~\ 
frequency. The maximum deVel,oped tOrq~e 1 pOWer faCtpr and 
~fficiency increase · with 'the incre-ase of modula:tion 
increase. 
4.3.3 Experimental Results 
Two single phase induction niotors of 1/4 and 1/2 
' . . . ' 
hp, 60 Hz, 4-pole, 115V r,atings _were run from single ·~base 
: full ·bridge delta ·modulated inverter. The steady _state 
perfqrmance of the ·motors were obtafned ' for variable 
. -
frequen~y operations. The result~ are in.cluded 'in Figs. 4-~a 
. 
to 4.13. Figs. 4.8 to 4.10 contain. the results. for the 1/4 
.' . 
' ..... J ,._. 
..... 
I . 






4- .16 . 
' hp motor while the plots of Figs. 4.11 to 4.13 contain the 
results of 1/2 hp moto_r. 'l'he performances are plotted for 
different moduqtionindex at VR= 5.5, 6.75, · 7.S_v in these 
plots, respectively. It is evide~t from . the experimental 
results that the performanc~ cur.ve~ .for motoz:: cur~ent, · power 
factor; minimum power developed and efficiency .of the motor 
. . . 
. . 
. shqw good agreement with theoretical resul.ts. Howeve~, the 
maximum developed torqQe variations ' ·with frequency at low . 
modul~tion i.ndex-~. show conside-rable variad.o~ wi·~h freqUet;tcy 
~t . lower . frequency of operation. From the experimental 
plots, we find that with lower _modulation index with VR = 5.5 
and 6. 7 SV, th{ maxi~um · developed t_orq~e has an in~reasing 
/ 
• 1 
trend . at low frequency o11~ra~ion. I .t shows the ·desired 
' constant torque ~pto base frequency at higher frequency · c;>f . 
oper~ion. Beyond the base frequency, the performance ~urve 
has the desired decx:eas.ing ltlaximu~ · developed\ . ·t~rque as 
. 
predicted for all . modulation · index. The linear increasing 
nature of maximum torque · ·at · low frequencies . disappe_ars · to a 
/ 
cer-tain lev.el ·as the ' modulation index is increased. The · 
variation of experimental torque characterist~cs at low 
. '· 
frequencies for lower . modulation index can be explained .as: 
. ~ -, . 
In'\ theox;y. the de~ta . mod~~at/' inverte.r output keeps a 
constant tundamental vo_ltage · ~tq frequency characteristics 
upto base frequenoy. · The analysis does riot indoJ;"po.rate the 
· . . , . 
. . 
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... 
. ' 
the inverter·. oqtput. When the number df co'mniutatio'ns · is low 
tbe intervals do not ~£feet the ·output . voltage-to-frequency 
' · . . 
ratio signifiean~ly. The reason is, the . voltag'e drop due . to 
• • A ' · ,tr 
the commutation is .insi,gnificant. · But" as the . . number 
eo • · · · • 
CO~U7:_a.~i0n ' 'iJX!re~SeS 1 th~ redU~tiop ,· Of VOltage dUe tO . ~he. 
·.;l, . ~~~~~c(~l~!l · in:terv·alei .becom·e· ·' signi~·icant ~ ~ : .. ~~ ·~ .a :t:'~sult:.' the 
J.. • . . · ~ •. • :_ .... . . • • • . • r . . . -: .· .. . - ~ 
lnve~~er· · oi.ttp~t ~ co~ld not .m~lntain the constant V/f ratio i,r1 
' ~ .,... () ' ' ' \ I •t , ' • ' ' 
• ' ' : • . .. • • • • /1 . 
" practical·. ~pplicatiqns •. . : It. : has . ·been · ·already stated in . 
• ' • • • ; ;. •1 ' • ,I ', • ' ... ' I ~ • I •' ' : • ' : I o • •• • :' I '~ • ~ · • • ' ' ' 
.'chapte·r 2 (section , ·2.2 · and ~ ~--~.4.} .that · the .. CQJ1Unutation numb~r 
. ' 
, . 
~er . ; second is f ~tr'ictly de~~ndel)t ·: ~-~ · . . ~h-~ modu~~ti~n . ·i~dex . -
• . . . . 1 : : 1 . . ' ·,' . • .: . :: . · .. : . . .• , • . .• -. - • ) 




. /. . , . .. . " :·· ·, . " . · .. ·. ' 
re.flected i,~: . mqtor !-Orqu~ 
characteristics. -in · p·r.~ctice •. At · lower· mod.ulat,ion ·index .for 
' ~ . . . - · 
of . comm.uta tiona. Thi·s .· is 
low freq~e~y operation~ :th~ .n·~l!lber l. ~f . commutation . is 
excessively . h~gh 'wnicn r~~ults . . in . lowe'r . volta~ . at ~ th~ • 
i~~erte ~· · oJ,~put. ' ~hi's c.ausea _the ... _ ~ ·pt9r torqu~. 
' t . ~ 
characteristic's to follo~ 'a .inc;reas'ing Jinear va~~,t;.io'n ~with . 
· change in frequency. As the ,.frequen.c'y · of . 'oper~tio.p : i~ · 
. . . ' . 
· .. ·. 
· .. 











a .. ttains •i.t ·s - .desil ed cons~ant to~qde . ·· ·chara~t~ristics .·and 
• '• • • .: • • ' ~. I ' ' .," ' , ' • • • . 
maintains . this · constant . torque .. characteristics· . upto · )>ase 
f~aquency· . ; · Whe~ t~e . ~ula~io~ .' i~,d~~ is increased.~ t~e 
• . , ! . .. . . · . ... •· . 
linear inprease inR torq~~ characteri•tics · dia~p~ears 
.. 
~~togetl)er due to t ower nl111\l)er ·. of cor:nmuta.~ions v ·show in.· 
' ": 
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as predicted iri 
. . 
ical anal:ysis is 
·, . ~ . 
. valae tir. the vql.tas4l! va~iat!~:>n the input of the 
,. 
invertet has ~0 .be ·don~ . . with ~ .:var~ation . of. frequen.cy of 
' . . . oper.~tion:. H~wev~r ,' . • the .lfir.s€ ci~o~ce ~ ls th~· -~f~r~-~~~ one·, 
• ; • , • • . • : , " , • t \ o 't : ' ' ~tJ •· , t 4 I 'a. t> ' : I • • 
.• . · · be~~u~~> ~he ·.~.~~~~~- ·- ~~~~·?a·~.w~l~: ,_'r~~u~~~ . ~- feedbac~- f.~om: ~h~· 
·. ..mo'tor to·' ~nverter 'in,p.ut· s~de. ~t. : .t~'u~:. i~o'lV.es· -a .. ~ouqle .t 
. · ' 
• •• 
10 ~.'•,.' :·~, · 1 ' \ , 't · f I • \ l ' ' 
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The requirements o~ a three phase delta modulated . 
inverter logic ' are .. -" a three · phase sine . refe·rence wave 
generator, a delta modulator circuit for' each phase and the 
proper logic circuits · for productiop of gating signals for 
the thy.ri~tors (Yf the . three ph~se. i _nver,ters. The three phaae 
. . . 
sirie. re ':fer~nce wave g~nerator ·was designed and built for such 
·. 
an inv~rter loglc. ·I~ ~onsists. of a square wave. g~nerator I 
the. ~~tput of which is · fed to a ring countE!r to produce· a 
three ·phase ~quare wave. The three phase square wave is 
converted to conat~nt amplitude triangular wave through· a 
DCAs· and an integrator circuit. 
' ' . " 
It is then passed . through 
FETe to giv·e the desil?ed 3-phase sine ~odulating waYe. The 
modulator circuits are :the sall\e as use,d i~ single phase 
' • 
impleme?tation. · The sine modulating . waves are .. fed to ~11 
\ . 
thl!ee 1modul<\tor circuits to produce . the switching signal's 
. ' . 
.  
which· are prope~sed_ ·by logic circuits .to get the · gating 
signals • .'· This c~apt~r c;Jives a . d·escription of each section 
' . . .. . . 
involvea in,a .'3-pliase delta modulation logic impfeme~ta·t.~on. ' 
,; I • • •• ! 
\ , ' 4 .. 
5 . 1. Three ~ Phqse ' D~lt~ 
Implementation 
Moduilation Circuit ·oesiqn , and 
' .. \ .· . . . . Development~· of sin<Jle phaa~· delta modulated logics 
I I , ~ . . 
are ~xtepded .in developi'ng .a three phase delta modulator,. 
. , • . l l" ·. , r. .. . . 















£allowing sections. Essentially a three phase modulator for 
delta modulation consists of three phase reference wave 
generator, the three moUulation circuits and . · the logic 




signals for the thyristors of 3-phase inverters. The · 
- . ~,, 
important factor's in a three phase modulation are to generate 
cotlstant amplitude, three phase sine wav.e to fe.ed the 
modulation circuits, choice of maximum number of commutation 
to ensure proper . thyristor· operatic:m ·in 3-p~ase "inverter, 
synchronising tlie modulated wave and · carrier wave and 
f&ally, the choice of 120• to 180° conduction modes of the 
inverter switches. ' I 
5.2 Three Phase Sine Reference Wave .Generator 
•• Many methods ·of producing ·three phase sine wave 
~ . . .., . 
put~ forward in the past [ 38-45 J. generator were In 'tnost 
• 1 
cases the techniques use analog circuitry. in which a single 
pha~e signal of fi-xed ·frequency w is · generated. Thj.s signal 
\ . . . / . 0 
is modulated by two or three phase · square wave signals of a 
. . 
frequency II) · higher tl:lan ·.w0 b>' the · desired frequency. so that 
4t : 
the modulated signal. has frequ$ncy components (w ± ~ ). (3w ± 
. ' . 0 
(1)
0
) •••• etc. Us.ing low · pass filter, · ~11 the high 
frequencies . a 're .· filte·red out., · :leaving only the · signal of the 
desired frequency (w - (1)
0
)· • . ~h~. hyb~id method of gen~;-ating 
~ . . 











A cofftpl-etely digital method is reported in reference ·[41]. 
I . The · digital method uses a PROM. c~nta~ning values of Sin x . for 
3 2 steps between 0 to 90 degrees. The progranuned yalues 
' along with other digital signals are used to produce a 
The scheme h~ever { ±s . expensive and 
.. ~~- ; ··-
· digital siile wave. 
complicated. For the pr_eserrt purpose I . a hybrid circuit for .. 
producing sine waves proposed in r~feren~e (39]. is des_.igned 
and implemented. The' ci.rcu:ij. is ~imple ~nd there ar.e few~r 
components w'hen compar·~ethods in reference [38:_43] ~ In 
the present scheme: t. th.r~e,phase square wave of variable 
frequency is generated 'first. Each· squa.·re wave is· used to 
produce . a constant ampli ~ude triangular wave whi.ch is then 
shaped to a sine wave. characteristic of the drain current of 
a FET for a drain voltage variation between zero and 
pinchoff. 
,.. 
Fig. 5 .• 1 gives the block diagram of the scheme 
used. The scheme has three distinct · section. A V/f 
converter generates the va:r;iable · frequency square wave. From 
the square wave the .3-:-phase squ~re ·wave is generated ·by the 
. 
circuit illustrated ifF;). 2 • 2, the. l?gic ~eve.lopment of 
. which. is slio'wn in Table~! and 5 ~. 2. The . last section in tQe 
scheme uses a DCAS and a integrator circuit to · convert the 
square wave.s to a constant amplitude triangu~lar wave. Th~ 
triangular w~ves ~re sh~ped ~to the d~si~ed sine wave by FETs. 
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control the amplitude and "phase sequence of the · :J;eference 
-,, 
waves ( whi~h however can .be accomp.lished easily as described 
in reference [3.7]. The practical implementation c .... ·"'"""' ...... 
includecl in Ap~e~dix F. The outputs ~ of the cir 
.. 
. illustrated in ~ig~ 5.4 for 6o hz operation. 
5.2.3 . Modulator and Logic ·circuits 
' '-
For . :three ph~se impl~mentation, the' medulatiQn . / 
. ·airc~i ~·~· tif~ ·s~nie · ~s .~hat- of .. sin.gl~ - pn~se · i~plem~~~~-i:b~/ · 
circui_t • . Three . identical _circuits same as . Fig. 2.4 were " ., 
· built .and fed . from the 3 pha~.e sine reference waye generator. 
The ·resultant output at· the modulator circuits are shown in 
. ·-. 
However, toe . switc~ing waveforms of tne inverter 
. _ , .. · .. 
are generated by using_' a · di·fferent logic circu~ for the 
J . .· . • 
three phase invex:~er. . In ·single phase inverter . circu'i t, 
-
. . 
ev.ery alternate_ . Puls~ ·of the. moduiated wave was . used· ·to 
. . . . \._ : . . .. 
switch ·on ·a pair of thyr,istors·.- But . in thr~e phase invert·er 
. . . . . . ' ' . -
c~rcuit, . the logic is developed ln such a way that the ·puises . 
/-.· ... in one .ha;Lf . _ .. cy~l!! ~s _used to 'switch on· a ~air . . of the 
- · · · thyri~tors. The timin.g ·diagram . of the sig~als for· ·main and 
commuta:tion t}:iyristors .are shown in·. Fig._. .s.s . . and the logic 
'circuit diagram is shown··in. Fiq• s.-6. 
. . ' .. . 
. .. 
The practi~al circuit;- ' 
~: 
fQr implementing ·.the l~gic 4lagrain is . given .i~ Fig. ~ A •. 7 of 
Appendix E • . ~he· S'4fit.ching signals .after -'mod.~lating with high 
frequency pulses, are illuatr~ted in Fig! 5.7 • 
. . ' 
' . 
' . 
. . . 
,;... . . 
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Bloc~ diagram of logic circui:t to implement the 
3~phase delta .mbdula·tion 
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The logic ciroui ts designed and I developed for the th~ee phase application was successful1y ~ate~ by running a 
3 phase bridge inverter. Detailed study 4f th; loading of a 
three phase inverter is .. under WjJ.Y. It is howe ~r considered 
I 















~ SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
C> 
·' I\ this thesis an analysis and implementation o£ ' I 
the delta modulated inverter has been carried · out. The 
-· "' 
. 
analysis includes a study of delta modulation. technique for· 
( 
inverters and the application 'of the _delta modulated inv~~er 
. 'i . . 
<. to passive and induction motor loads.. The features qf delta 
modulation, namely easy .. impl~mentation, lower harmonics at 
_the output of the inverter, transition of V/f- characteristics 
.............. 
' . 
from multiple pulse mode to single pulse mode, easy harmonic 
~.~ ~ 
and commutation control have been verified theor~tically and 
experimentally for a - single phase delta modulated inverter. 
A Fourier analysis was done for the'delta modulated· wave. It 
has \.been found -in the Jtudy ·that the harmonic "behaviour of 
delta modulated inverters are such that at the inverter 
output, - the harmonic voltages are . high at low. frequency 
opel!.:ltion and ' low at .high ·frequency operation. However, at 
, 
low . frequency operation, t~e dominant harmon:Lcs are. hfgher 
orders: and at high .frequency operation, the dominant 
\ ~ 
'I . • t> 
harmonics are lower order. As a con.,equence., when the : OM 
inverters are used for R-L load or fl\O_tor dynamic loads, 
higher harmonica in the load . currents are attenuated. This 
~ . ~ 
'· 
is because the h~rmonic r~act~ncea .fo~ higher~rde~ ha~monics 
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In analo'g circuit implem~ntat·i~ the above 
features ·definitely give delta modulation an upper h'and over 
the conventionally used ~ine PWM 'technique. 
. -
A brief J 
.c~parison of sine PWM with the proposed delta modulation · 
scheme has been ma~e • ~~ analog implementation, ~hough delta· 
... 
moci'u.lation has an eqse over sine modulation, it ·is yet: to- ,b~ 
I . 
d.etermined, wbether this · will be the same . when delta 
modulatio·n is implemented ..:ti,th t}l~ help ~f . microqomputers .. 
. The analysis of d.elta ~modulation ·ha's : beet:~- ' used in 
predicting the perfc:>rmance of· pas~ive · and. motor d~mamic· loads 
' ' ' • I ', \ ' • • • 
,wr'th inverter supplies. _Th~ ' passiv\ load~ bonsidered' are 
resistive and R-L ~oads. For passive .,load performance, 
inverter equations ,are used to eiedlc~ 16ad ~urrent, power , 
' ~ ' 
' . . voltage and power ...t.acto~. The validity of the features of· 
•the delta modulated inverters are verified experimentally . 





In th~ . . study of the motor · performances with . delta 
inverter supply, single phase' . induction motor 
. 
. . 
performance in the . steady state mode us~ng .a delta ·rnod·ulated 
.. ' ·:· 
inverter has been studied. Tq meet Yarious requirements. of 
. motor' drives, conventional VSI, CSI and sine P~· i~ver:ter.s 
require ·complex control circui~s. Har~onics at the· inverter 
. ., . . ' 
out:.~pt influe~ce the steac:Iy state .. · and transient performance 
of ·. such ·.driv·e . . sys~ema ,;.' Sing~~h~·~~ : indt~lctio~ . .. ~to~ 
.Performance f'!r .two ,l/4 and 1/2 hp, motors have been analyzed 
- ' f • ' . 
and . veri fled , experimen~aily. . The ' ana,~ysis and verif~t~on 
' . ' 
'i : ·. 
. '< 
• 
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6-2 
i . . 
harmonics at high ~requency operation are high. . This high 
reactance vetlue at different dominant harmonics limi-ts the 
... 
harmonic load · Qurrent. The t.neoreticai results of ~he 
i . . 
harmonic behaviour _of . ' th~ ·delta modulated inverter "'Utput was 
verified expe-rimentaLly with a spe~trum anaiyqer. 
It, has· been shown theoretically and expe,rimentally . 
' . .. .. ~ \ 
that\ t:he moC\Jlator outp.ut voltage · has an inherent fundamental 
. •• . . 1. . . . ' . . . . . . . . ~ . . . 
voltage'-to-frequ~ncy ·· variation; which . is essential for: ac 
~ . . . 
. . I . , . . . --
-mOtOrS to have characteristics like ·dc motor i.e. - con~tan~ 
. . . ... ' ~ . . torque~ an,d . constant. power operation with . variable . 'fr~~uency 
. ~ 
. ' .·:. . :. . ' . . " 
The vari<tt;"n of . tlte; lev~\1 of~~,ulat~·n~}' sine wave 
supply~ . . 
) . . . . . . · . . . ' . 
signal on . the ' harmon.ic . c6ntentS' of 'the ~nverter out.'p~t has 
. . .. . .. .. 
. . 
been studitd• With low modulating· .si:gnal .ievel at the input 
... • I ' .•. • ' .. 
of the mod~lator,: a~ 'io. ~nc~ease' ' in n'unwer/ bf pulses causes 
. . . .. ' . · ' . .-;, ·. . I . . 
increa·se in the h~rmonic :c~nten~, .;~ere~~~\e· high. modu_la~i~)~ 
signal level at . the ~nput .of . the . mo'~la~or decrea.s~s the· . 
·- , ' ' . . 
number oe puls'es per cycl-e,.. 'which '-causes a . reductron in the 
.. : .· . . --..........__- . . . 
harmonic . qontent . at the . inverter : output'.' ·. . ~is ensures ~n 
• - • I ,. -., 
easy w~y · of · controlli$g -t~e . ·ha;omonics . at .. th~;- bM .. inverter : 
. . . . .;.-., . . . . ' ' . 
output. A changing. modulating .~signal also has . the effect of · 
.. 
. .. ' 
changing the. ~umber .of cornmuta~io~a· in inverter 9peration. 
. • It . , . . . _,... ' 
. . ·. ··, . . \ . . . . ·. . . ' .. 
The maximum number of c~ut_a.tio.ns . P~r .. cycle in the in'verter, . 
., ' . . . 
'depend~ on · .. the }1\~ul:~ti'ng : si~nai lev.el 'besides other cir'cuit 
parameters • . 
.. · -· ' . . 
.~ · .· 
~ . . ' . 
' ' ... :'r 
''· ' 
j ' . .. • "' . .. ' ' 
/ . . 
! 
-t ' ( . 
. . ' 
' I • ' ~ • 
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of steady atate performance included determination of moto~ 
current, power, power factor and efficiency at variable 
·frequencx operations. ~ The analysis showed that the delta 
modulation . technique provides certain features like V/f 
variation, h~rmonic cbntent and ease of analog implementation 
• 
which would' make it a very useful technique for inverter 
motor· drives. -II'he successful experimental study of single 
. phase motors with delta modulated inverters indicate .that 
' l • f 
delta modula!io~ is unique in ·variable speed drives. It has 
. 
been found that motor .performances with delta modulated 
inverters is comparable to those with sine PWM drives using 
. \ 
· • 
additional contr·ol circuitry for har~onic and . V / f contro 1 s. 
Discrepancies in torque-speed characteristics at low 
frequency operation with low modulating signal level has been 
.. 
explain,ed. 
-Finally, the study describes the analog 
"'·.,_ 
implementation of a three ·phase delta modulation circuit for 
.gen·era ting switching wav.eforms for a three phase inve"=.er. 
. 
The requirements of 3 phase inverter ·logics are a si'ne 
refer~ -.,p!ve .ge~erator, a _modulate·~ circuit for e~ch pbase' 
and a proper logic circuit for producing switching waveforms . 
f 'or the main an9 commutation 'thyristors . of .. a three phase 
' . \ 
inverter. ~he three' phase sine teference waye ge~tor was 
designed and built for such an inverter logic. It consists 
· Qf a square wave generator,. the output of which · is fed to .a 
































ring counter to produce a 3 phase square wave. The three 
phase square wave is converted to a constant arnplituqe 
triangular wa~e through a DCAS and an integrator circuit and 
then passed tnrough 'FETe to give the desired three phase sine 
modulating wave. The modulator circuit consists of three 
identical 1-phase modulator circui ts '• The sine modulating 
~ . . ,.. 
waves are fed to all three modulator · ci~cuits . to produce the 
switching waveforms which are .processed.by logic circuits to ~ 
get . the proper gating signals. . .rhe three pha"se delta 
modulation circuit was used to r .un a "t-hree phase inverter. 
_, 
The ~eating of the three phase ac motors fed from the 3-phase 
delta modulated inverter is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
' . 
\ 
The theoretical and experimental load current 
wave shape's have been compared for an R-L load. The load 
current wave shapes are of. partic.ul·ar interest in designing 
the commutation circuit of the inv~rte.rs and c}(oosing the 
filter sizes at the output o.f the inverter. 
. (. 
RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE WORKS 
• The present · worf contains the analysis and analog 
implementation of delta l'lldpulation .for. inver~ers ~ith p~ssive 
' . ' ~ and single phase induction mc;>tor .. loads. Design and 
·ill)plemen~ation of a _three ·phase circ~it for .a ." .tJ:lre~ phase 
inver ter 'has been completed. But a detailed· study of . th'ree 




















these points in mind future work in the area may be stated as, 
• 
follows:-
(a) A detailed study is to be made of the delta modulation 
technique for three phase inverters is to be done. The study 
may include delta modulated inverter fed passive and active 
' 
loads. . Active loads~~ be either .induction motors . or 
synchronous motors.· Besides providing cons~ant power 'rofile 
in ac motor chpr~cteristics in variable speed operation, the 
V/f ramp characteristic~ would provide .good st~rting 
.. . 
I • , 
characteristics fo:c synchronous type ac .' .machines. This ' is 
especially needed for synchrono~s machinelJ using . . p~rmanent 
' 
m~gnets as their ' excitation. 
(b) Steady . state analysis 
induction motors. · ·The study 
ha~ . 7/en : done for 1 - phase • 
may .6ontinue with the steady 
• • state analysis of three · phase ac motors and · their transient 
" behaviour when fed from· de'lta modul.ated ·inv~rt~rs. 
/ . ·. 'l 
.(c) . ·A comparison of delta modulation with .ine modulation 
technique has been made on the bas1s of· analog implementation 
only_. ~No att~mpt has been· made to implement delt·a modulati~.n ,. . 
for inverter operation with microcomputer~. The complexities 
and r~~uireme!ltB in~olve·d' in 'microprocessor implement~on 
. . -
.can be undertaken · in the· ·. future, ·and after . that only the 
meaningful comp~rison · of delta modulation with 
modulation technique ·can be established. \ . 
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(d) As load is applied to an inver;.er output, harmopic, 
distortion of the input current at the _de side is introduced 
in the system. This input cu:rent waveshape is important in 
desi~ning effective filters ;..for the input side' of the 
inverter. 
(e) . Inverter a?pl~cat:ions_ ar
1
e not llmited to· variable .speed 
. / 
drives only. They have wide use in induction heating and ,~ UPS 
systems etc. In the UPS system, delta modulatiOn for 
invertezs_ lf\aY b~ attrac,tive for their ex~~llerit l~w or.dei 
harmonic attenuation . and low ' cc;nnmut~tion rates for h~gh . 
. . ,. 
mod~lation index values. Thi~ pos~ibility for delta · 
' . 
modulated inverters for · use in other applications should be 
. . ' , 
studied and explored tn detail. 
,. 
.. ' 
. ·~ --:. .: .. : 
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Single Phase Induction Motor Model for Inverter Drives: 
( . --
Most static frequency converters generate an output 
voltage waveform with significant harmonic contents. So it 
is customary to replace the conventional · a.c. motor rnqdels by 
tbeir harmonic equivalent. circuits to analyse the perfo:r;-mance 
of motors theoretically. . The bas.ic ana~ysis fo.~ sin~~hase . 
. ( .run with main winding only) induction motors ubes an 
equiva~ent circuit derived from double revolving _fi~ld theory 
of operation. The equivalent circuit . for ~inus·oidal· input 
voltage. may be modified fOr har'monfc Voltage·s and currents • 
.. 
The equivalent circuit may be ·ada-pted for 'kth harmonic 
~ .r 
voltage and current as shown in Fig.· 4 .• J. which is .redr~wn in 
Fig_. A.l. 
where 
k = ha~monic order 
r'k .~ ~th harmonic current 
.... 
V'k 9 kth harmonic voltage 
r 1 = stator resistance 
. 
kx1 = stator leakage reactance due to 'kth ha~monic dl 
c~rrent 
r 2k = rotor res~stance due to . )c;t~ harmonic 
1cx2 = ~th har monic leakage reactance of the rotor 
Ebfk = back emf due to 'kth forward revolving field 
Ebbk · · ·back emf d.ue to, kth backward revolving 











I ! .,.. Fig. A.l 
. i 
, · . 
. I . . 










. .  
Harmonic equivai~nt ·c$.rcuit of 1-phls.ae . 
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sk = slip of kth harmonic field 
knl - n 
= kn1 
n 1 = fun.damen·tal fre~uency \_ .... 
n 2 = actual 'frequency of the rotor 
. 
Once the barm~nic equivalent circuit paramete+s are 
~ known, the harmonic currents! torque and power can be found 





= ZTK , 
zTK = zfk + zbk + rl 
zfk = ktb harmonic impedance to forward revolving 
field , , 
r2 
·= ( 5K + Jkx2 ) II · Jx+ 
( . 
~ . Rfk + j"k£ 
z.bk :;z kth harmonic imped_ance to backward revolving 
f .ield ' 
.. 
... ~k + 'j~b 
... . 




currents ar~ given by 
.' 1 p 
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Tfk = l: Tk }t=l 
n 





= l: • . PIK 
k=l 
.. 
P0 = P d - we 
Po 
. ·' .efficiency n = P 
~ ·~ I 
shaft ·.torque Ts 
p. 




'· . . 
' If the harmonic voltages and the aqtual slip of the 
motor- is known~ the· ste~dy state ·performance i o eo P, T, I, V a.n(l 
efficiency at variabl~ frequency operation can be found using 
l...., _ ... ... 
' the equations developed. so. far. .HOwever. th~ model do.es not . 
··. . : . ·. ~;.. ' P\ . ..,.: 
take intp apcount the .·skin effect of !,\creasing freq~ency . on 
the rotor resi~tance. A correction factor ranging from . 2-3' I 
can be used 
• _;achieved by 
I 
field equat 
for · ~kin · effect. ·. Moreover simplification· ~l\n. be .' 
-. . ""l . , .con~idering . slip due to ·high fkequency harnJonic .. ' 
' • • • • oO 
. . . ~ . '• 
to. 1 which :b a fairly good approxitnation [36] o 
. ' . . . . 
_The . e~ec~ · of ~uls&tiilg torque · at:e . ~lao neglected -d.n this 
\ 
model fo~ simplifying calculations~ 
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A-5 
Delta Modulation, Circuit Implementation and Lol.f ·Circui-t "' 
.. for Pr.oducing Gating Signals . far . Thyristors of t-.rfiiFrnv~ter: 4 
Delta modul~tion .techniqu~ . ·for the PWM Inverter 
requires a . very simpl_e -~i~:uit i~:le~entation, provi~.: 
. ·' . . \ . 
smooth transition between PWM and si_l;Jle pulse mode of 
oper~tio~ a~d· bffers cons~tant ·.,;o_ltag' per hertz · operation 
. ·.· .wi~7h~_ut _th_· e ~e~d of ,addiJ=-ional ~ircuit complexity:·.. · Tl\i-s· 41 
' ' . met~od utilises ~ - sine reterence'· wavt!form and ,.delta s"{\~ped ~·. 
"' ' . "" . . . . ~ :· \, 
; ·"· carrier wayeform ·is · ·al~owed -.to. •osci:l~~e. witll.irl. ·~e. defined 
. . , . • - . . . , I . 
< ·. ))···. '. 
. ' ~ .. 
. I 
window. exte.,nding .equ~lly ~bove and 'below the ref_~rencet ·wave • . 
.. t • ' Th~ ·maximum w!ndo~ widt~· arid •. t.lie .. maxi~um ~lo~e qf· .carrier / 
.,.. -~ . . . · ~ . .; . " 
• , • \or • • , ' • I . 
wave dete~mines · the. maximum. switc~ing frequency of the I 
. __ , 
~- / ...... 
. l· 




... , . "\ 
..  
I) · . 
inverter switchQs. ~-
• I 
Some· of the voltage · waveforms· associated wj.th the 
modula~ion technique are - ~llustrated· in Fig~ . 2.2 •. ·· Pig. 2.4 
. . ' .... 
. . ' . ' 
shows their respectiv~ ~ircui~rimplem~ntation. 
• . ' • • .... .-> 
, ·signaL· can . be · proces'aed , through a logic _·cir'cuit illustra~ed 
""' • . . • . .,. . . 0 • ~· • . ' 
.,· in\.~ig·. 2.12 t"o p/od~~c~ the ai~nala of ti~~diag~am of Pig. 
2.11 of chapter 2 • 
• "4 .. 
( .. ' 
"J 
·, 
., · ~n Pig: · 2 ·/2 --l..I · is the ~odu_lated ~a~~ generated: by 
comparing ~.fer~_nc~ . ~ine wave· (.v~ ) · with C:~·rrier wave (vF). · 
' ' . .., ' 
au~ply. voltage~- · Vs is the d.c •. logi'c ~er 
I 
Pig. 2.4 depicta.a circuit capable .of produc~ng . the 
" ' 1>: ' • . • ·, I ' . • 
wavef9rm~ of Pig. 2.2. 
.. 
' . . ~ 
·' 
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Al, carri~i wave vF ·is gene~ated by ' the inte~rator A2 as 
~ollows: whe~ever outp~t A2 ~xceeds . the upper or lower. 
window boundary (preset by R2/R3 )~ compa7ator A1 reverses the ,. . . . 
pola~ity . of VI at input o/f' ~2 , this ' action reyerses· the slope 
o·f carrier VF at the ~utput o£ - ~2 , thus . ~orcin9. VF to 
•osc'!lll.a.te around the ~. efe~ence wavef~r·m: 'vl't at. · r ·i.pple 
.. . 
. 
· frequency 111 · • • 
. . . .. r . . Th i:s: forced oscillation .ensures that: tlhe . 
. fun.damen:tal ~~mponent o.f VF. arid ' referenqe w~v.e ·vR . ha~e the 
.... - \ 
. n ' . .. . 
.. ... . 
. ' 




w~er~· ~.Fn ,.and. :. y tn ~_,re" nth harmonic 
waveform" respective·ly." ' J 
' . . 
"11 • I 
_,.. ,. . 
.. • 
th~re.fore . V Fl 
·,. ;; 
\ 
, _ .. 
.. 
.·. 
. . . 
the a m,,IS'l it u i:1 e o f V R.l i 8 : con 8 tan t:. and 
. . ) . 
"independ.e_nt: "of . nr'--:~e ·: rat.Y, ,~! ia.alao co'n8"tant. ~n.a 
. . "' r 
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Actual circuit con~ection for iogic ci~cuits 
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becomes a ~;square wave of frequency or. After this -1 remains \ 
• 
constant. 
The actual circuit connection of logic circuits i~ 
shown in Fig. A. 2 • and 'actual conpection diagram for delta 























































Fourier Analysis of Delta Moduation with Sine Input: 
The generation of deltt modulated signals•f~r pulse 
w,i.dth modulated inverter is depicted in the Fig. A. 4 of 
Appendix. B. We define the follo~g 
/:.V I 
R2 _and R~ ar!e .circuit constants 
. . 
·-.. 
Vs is the -lo~.ic : IX?~el;' ?pply ·. voltage · 
. .. .. 
_, wr = r~pp.le frequenct of triangul.ar ·wave 
. . . ' ' . . . 
·. \ . 
then ~he . equatioh~ · of . differ~nt waves. ~f ·· Fig • . ·2. 2 .ar,e given 
. ' ... 
by . . . 
the sine wave is _• _·VR _sin Ort. 
{ 
upper envelope is • +~v + ~R Sin nrt 
\' 
ldwer ·env.elope · i~ • -. 11:~- +_ V;(?,n o t r~ \. . . 
. when o · =· o (br~ak freque y), wr be·comes ·a train of sq~are 
r rb -~ 
' . ............. ... 
wave on~y. so after break· !req\lency · , 
• 4V . ~ -
Vo _ • t . n" 8 ~ i'n n or t 
~-1 1 31 • • • ; . . . \: · 




. .. \ . 
. ' .· . 
...~ ....  
For· freque_nciea . 'leas . tha'n . break· ·,•·frequency the 
1 . . ·l • • • • 
'harmonica ·of pulse train · can, be . foti~d aa ·'followai , . 
'It 
.. '· 
.\ · ~ 
;. 
• y 
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Slope of t ·riangular C!arrier wave is always 
constant, determined by the ·R.C. combination of the 
in.tegrator •· Let tli.is slope be A. In the...Jirst step we have 
. 7 
62 an~' so on before we can 
. ' 
to deter~fne the ·.pulse width 61 , 
t 
carry out the anai¥Pis. 
Pulse Width Dete:r;rninatio~ · for 1st Pulse: 
We .have 
• 
o · =· 2* 'If * for r .. 
-· l 
.; 
AV t v~ Sin o;t1 l:i A tf J I 
t . • 
~r,_.., 1 
I:N + vR· ·sill. ni.t 1 . ... 
.tl ::a A 
u 
'- 6.1 = n· t · · ,. . · rl 
.. 
For o~her pulses 
s·olving th~~e ,equat~oz:t·s, the: pu'ise te·~·mination 
. • I 
ti are foun~ o~t.·. ·.. • 
' . . . 
time ~1 ' . ~2 , 
and in wr.t sca~e. . " \ 
41 • nrti .. 
. . 62 • nrt2. .. ;,. 
.. 
. ·. 
4i - ~ nrti 
. . . 
• · J•llhere .&i ~<: §1) w· givee , lailt ' p_ulse termin,ation for thehalf 
' It . 







































--:.AV +V R S:nnr.t . 
- · ~RSin.n,t 
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. · . -. ~V+VRS.i~t 
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. ~ L.LL-~~___:,_---:-:--P 
._ ·-AV /'t .t2 . 
. =--- ) 
'I I ~ • • 
Illustr~tion of puise position .determ~nation - of 
























once the pulse positions are k~own, the fourier 
analysis can be ~arried out. 
Fourier Analysis: 
·Let Np ·= ... i = number of pulses/hal.£ cycle 
then , _ 
._ 2V Np. lSi 
Al = 
s I {~l)i+l f Coswt w · 6i-l i=l 
2V .I ~p 
























APPENDIX D · 
Fourier Analysis of Sine PWM Inverter•Output: 
The generation of sine modulated signals for the 
pulse width modulated inveJ;"ter is e ·xplained in Fig. A. 5, 
whenever the carrier t~iangular wave crosses the reference 
sine modulating • wave signal a 
., pulse is produced and its f 
duration is as long ~~ ___ the _:__carrier wave m~9nitude ·· ·re~~ins • 
Jtigher .than the modulating w:ave signal lev.el. 
Pulse Width Determina~ionz ... 
Let. 
' N' = number of modu.latfng pulses for eaah cycle 
61 = pulse w~dth of ith pulse . 
'II' • 
6 = N = distance _between successive p~se 
Er =· maximum ca~rier wave voltage 





ai . = ~se iocation 









wEr Sin ~2i-l~ . 
· 2N . w 
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, o 0 
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6 E Sin e. = Er = Er ~ 
= w I Sin ei I • 
When number of pulses are kept const;;trit (pulse · 
-width) is linearly depen'dent, on modulati:ng index ~· 
• ' 
Fourier Analysisi 
Once the pulses'· width and their posi tiona are 
deter-mined 1 a fouri'er ~arieS •expansi~n Of mod~·lated WaVe Can· 
Qe q~tained. .-· 
..... 
· \ si~ce the pu:~e trai~ is an .odd periodic function·, ·.~ 




Vab = i An Sin(nwt) 
n•l, 3 ••• 
whe:r;e . 
'IT 
2 ' J. ( ) An = - Edc Sin n(l)t · dwt 
'lr 
0 




- - 6 
2 2 




·Edc sin ( n(l):t) ciwt 
. ' 
2 i '1 . ~i 
·- 6 ·--. 2 2 
.:.- . 
for N ·numb.er o~ · pu_lae~, the .resultant fourier · coefficient. 
will be til. 
... 
' 0 .:- ·. 
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Fig. A.S Illustration .of t~eoret·ical p~lse position · 
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APPENDIX E .... 
Three Phase Delta Modulation. Ci.rcui t Implementation and Logic 
Circuits ': • ... . . 1-' 
Thre.e phase delta modulated ipverter requires· 
almost the same circuit implementation of single ph~se 
circU'itQ. .. the . thre~ p~a_s~ 
~ -:- , 
imptemtmtation · of · · delta For 
. ; 
m'odulat.ed logic we need · ~ three. ·· phase. · ,re·~erenc,e sin~ . ~~ve · 
. . . 
.: · .. 
generator, . th.ree. identical . singl~ ·.phase · delta modulated 
inverter Ci~ou.i.ts ~d . "three i~en:(cal· sing~e phaeo l~gio .: · 
. . . . . , 
• circuits for tlhree· ~has~s·· . to ' pr6duc~. ···the·. ga~ing .signals ·of.'· ~ 
. . . . . . . 
• .. • • • •• • :. • .0 , • • • 
thyristor. (timing diagram~of which is shown .in the ·'·Flg. 5.4 -
. "' . . . ' . . . . . ~ 
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.t . 
· , .. 
•' 
The 3-Phas·e ~~n~ Reference wave Generato,r _: ~ · 
. . As de~c~:tbed . in section 5. 2 o£. chapt~r s, · the thr·e~ 
. ·. . '1',. . . ..,:...; ·j>_.... • • • • ; ; • • •• .. • 4 • , . . I . .. 
·phas_~ . . sln,e 're~e~en'ce ·. w~v.e gene~at¢. from ~ cir~ui t ..__, w~_i.c~ 
. . 
co}lverts ~ :. s.quare w_ave into , 3_-pha!Je sq~are w~ve, ·this three · 
. . . . . ,. . ~ ~ . . . 
PJ>ue' v.ar~~ble f~equ~~o: , a~ha~e. wave. ~· oo~v~e~ .·t~ ~onii.ta~t : 
·. ampl ~tude . va_r i~ble · frequency triangula.r· wav!! ~hich in turn is 
., . . . . ' ' . . ~.: .. ·· ... , . ,_ .. 
convert~d., to . . V'~rlable.; _ are~~ency,) conata~~ . . -~~plit~de_ 'ne 
waves. . ·. · - · ·· . f ' . . . . .· · · · 1 • ~ 
• . . • . . r . . . 
• : • b Th~ : Pri_c~ica~. _. c~rsuit. · u:~ed · ·fc)r, thi, ·:.th~e~·. · pha.se s·~ne . · 
' . . . . - ' . . :. : . . . . . - . () . . 
wave glme~ator is .. illus~ra.ted · in fi9.• ·.' ~.: 1· a!ld , .. c~rcuit 
. . . 
·. diagr~m. : • ' J 
- .. 
The Modul~ion Circuits · · , . .. : .,· ~· : ~ ,. ·. \' • 
, ., ~. • • • # ~--~ ~. •• • • •• • • • , • • .. , · 
. . . .~•;varia~~· ·. freq~eric;y · :3~,aae . iii~e :iive \i f~~ to . . · 
·the' modulation c$,rcuit (each .for· Qne phase) ' id~ntical to the .. · . 
, · :. . . . ·,, . . .. ·......_··,· .. .· . · . . I 
,,,' I ' , ' 1 , • • ','_•, 
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Scbematic ·and actual circuit diagram'of 3-pha•• 
aquare wave gen~ra~t~~ ·\ . ' ~ · . 6 , 
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Fig. A.7(a) JIIMIIf .. converte~ used for .3 phase reference \tve 
.. rator . ' 
- ' ~ . \ .. 
SOI,W£ TO TR~NGULAR 
.. 
INPUT .FROM , ·: · 1 
3 _PHASE SaJARE ~ 
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circuit used for 1-phase mQdulation. laowever the circuit 
paramet~rs 
' 1 
are changed as 
commutat~on 9umber desired. • 
I 
shown to 'adjust the maximum 
~ Tbe Logic Circuit~ • '· 
. .... . 
; . 
'. 
The _logi.c ~irc~ts for the implementation of gat~g 
signals ·· illustrated in the timing diagram of . Fig. 5.4· of 
, ' .... . ? 
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Jl / Table · 
-. - ------ ·-- , 
' . 
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-L = 45.7"mh · · ..._. = 20n Yoc = 1.15V /" 
.,. 
l'r~• · . ...: . .. . VR • 5.5 ..., __ • VR = 6.00 . 
~ -. ' in Hz... . ~··-'· 
.. . v 
' .. v 
(v) 
I .- : p :r · . . · V .. I . · P . Ide J!. : 
(k> - : ·cw>· · ciY (v) . "' · (A) . . : (W) · . _(AI · .. 
. . . •. 
20 103.5 ' . • ,82' . 18.3 ·. -/ .95 104 - • 8.7' 20. 3 · • 98 
• 
-30-. 105. ;;Jiil"' 25 . • 95 ~06 ·. •1 .. oa · 29. i . 1.0 · 
·· 40 · -- _ 106 -".' ,l-~21...------- ·js · 1.o· 108 .1.45 ·_ 50.4- . . 1.15 
<: 
'.SO. 82.7 . 108 . 1.54 . '54 1.15" 
. . 
109'. ~ . 1-9 •• l~J2 " 
. 109· 1~97 '89 ) 1·.32 .. "110- .2.35 . .- 123 
~t' • 
~ -·.o 
·. · 70' -,~10· : 2.-26 · . -~~3 1-.s .. · . \09.6 2~41 · lJO - .· l.S 






2.49 . --137 _ 1.45 us· · · 2.61 .. tso 
···.2.4 '12~ 1 ~32 ·\ . :~-~2 -~ ~ · - 2~42 . 1;0 










VR • "6.75 
V .. I ·p . 
- (f) ' · (A) _(W) .. 
104.5.. ~98· 24 
~ .. . ' . . - .. . 
108 ··1 •. 42 48" 
. j • 
109 . 2.1 98 
109~9 : ~.74- :165 
110.9 -· .3 .• 08 .. 204 . . 
113 ' 3.07 ~06 
.. . 
·.112 .. .. . 2 .. 82 ':'i75 
. 1.11 . '2 .-6· 150 
·112 -,~ ·2 .42 ·. 131 
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. ·-
Table ' ·-
· ~ · .. 
-~ _, ... Pra~tica_1 Re~ulta £~r R-Load 
\ . ~ . . . ~· . - . . . . .. 
. - -R ~ :::· 20 n V.in (o.c;) ~ = llSV ~-
'
. : .· · ·-- ·· ---
• • • •O 
I·· :_ ·--: vR • ·~'.oo · 
' \. • 
.:...,c • 
·VR • s;s v VR = 6.75 
t 
I 
·.;;- ~ i 
L' -~~~ . -: --(i} ,. ,.-- ~~) . . .·v ~I · - . p. . 'I . ' I v .·~ . . . I, I . p . . I .-I ('A~, - u;,.) ·._ -. ~-~l. · _· (~) .. : (A). (W). · .. (A~c . (v) . (A) 
. -
. ' 20 
.93.8 4._4 . . 407 . . 4~4 . gj. 7 . . • 4;_. 48:· ·. ·418 
''. 
30 94.0 4'~408 417 . _·4.5 '94._1 4.:46 419 
. . 
.. . . . . . 
40 . -gs.s •• 51, . 429 ' . '- 4.6 9~--.2. ' 4.5:5 " 435 
- -
-"so 9?..-2 ._ 4.6 :446 ':· 4. 7 98.2 . 4.61 451: 
' - .•'· 
- . , , 
~ ~  ' ~~ . 9!r.4 4,67 464 .4 .. 75 100.8 . 4.-72 ' 475 
_:· _· :, . : . . · - 1~1~6 4.8 4S5 ... ..,.. 1~8 l· 49~ · '· 103 ">''4.83 
' 
'-_~103~5 A.67 . 503 ' 4.'9 105.6 .4.95 521 
'({ , 
~.o5 · 90 · 106.5. 4.98 : 530 108 5.05 544 ' 
. 100 108 5.05 544 5.00 '107 . ·4- 5.02 541 
•· 
. 
110 108 S.-04 · 541 5.10 1,07 .4 5.02 . 5~0 
-120 ' 1.67.4 5.06 551 ~--2 . . - 107 .. 5 5.02 . 539 -
..; 
.. 
' J- .. • 
• 
• 
. 4: .• ~ 
··4.6 .. .. 93.5-.- . 4.·38• 
4.5 9?.5 .4.46 
. 4.6 98.4 4.6 . 
'· 
4.7 101 4.71 
4,.8 1,04.5 4.86 
4.85 ·-108.3 5 ·.o3 
-. 
- · 
408 . '4."4 
425 4.5 
' ·447 • . . 4 ,.6 
-
47,5 ' 4.7 
506': - . 4.8 
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.108. 5 5.07 . -- 5~0 5-.ol - . 'L~/ i .. 
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5 '.1 · 107.8 5.04 £42 ' 5.02 
I 
I 
. 5.0 · 107.7 5.05 544 5.02 )" 
, I 
5·."o 107~4 5.03 539 . .s.o N 1.11 
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· Exper~mental Results for Induction ~oto!' Load. 
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.Tdn) I . 
-· -
m 
._ Cri>m> .. _ (W). · .(N-in) : . (A) . 
... ; • 
- - --
- . 
• I . 
A. 
··-
-._ 1225 . 90~34 .3195 3.4-2 
.... 
- ~ "138~ 112.1- • .• 356 
. -
3 ... 70 
.:1600 
-. \. ·. 
174-..1 ~4618 . 5.05 
't,.,.: ::- -. ~ 
1/4 hp - Vm = ;1"15V AC 
\. - V R = 6 • 7 5V 
.. 
'-
I ' • 
N - pdm Tdm Im · .. 
t~m) (W) (N":"'m) _- (A) 
10~0 ~~-~- .38 3-.25 • 
1320 151.1 -.48 
1660 -. - 200 - _.5"3 
5.15 
4~65 




. ;. . 
... 
80 
...... ' c . 
21oa 250 -.497 
.. 
.'!'. , 
- · 24so 256 .452 



















































u175 228.~ .807 





1900 294 ; .668 












257 - .454;,4 - 5.19 
244~6 .389 
3015 · 228 .3298 
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Appendix G 
Motor Parameters (at 60 Hz) 
'> 
llSV, 1/~ _hp Induction Motor: .' L .. 
. ; 
r 1 = . 2.84 n· 
r 2 ~ 3 .1042 n-
4 .695. n~ 
raux= 6.88 · n 
_ .. x+ =. !2 n 
.. . ' ( 
........ 1 
.. ~----------···- ·" 
~i ~ 0.0124 Henry 
L2 = ._.-"01"24 . Henry . 
t+ = .085 H~nrY.: 
. . 
. wcore = 74 ·watt's 
wf = 8 watts 
, .. 
f 
llSV, '1/2 hp Induction Motor::~ / 
: r 1 . m 1.375 n 
' . r 2 :::~~. 1. 375 n 
x1 • 1.92 .n 
x2 • 1.92 n 
,, ~ 
x+ • 18.54 - n · 
. ""' ' · l Wcore -~ ~41 watts 
wf • .-.9 watts 
. ···~ 
.:~ ... 
' .. ~· ,·, .. 












L1 ·• 0 ·.00509 'Henry: 
L2 • o .'ooso~ Henry' 
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APPENDIX H . 
Cpmputer Programs: 
1. Fourier Ana~ysis of PWM Inverter 
. " 
.jf (Number of pu~se kept· c'onstant) 
2 • .. Fourie~· Ana.lys.is of PWM. Inverter 
. . . :' ~-. . 
~. 
(Modulation · ind~x kept constant) 








s. Perfo(mance of ~ 1-phase Induction Motor fed from OM 
' invejt~r. 
6. Determination of load ·. current wavesliap~ for · passive 
lo.ads · · 
.. 
., 





·' .• . 
. I . 
.. . 
• I ~' .; 
' ' . 
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FOURIER ANALYSIS OF 'PWM . INVERTER 
.· . DC.CI)• I .. TH PULSE LOCATION . . r · 
. . · THETACI)• I Tti lOCATidN . · . . 
• 
DELT•DISTANCE BETWEEN :suCCESSIVE PULSES 
N~NUHBER Of- · PULS'Es PER t-JAL~ ~YCLE . 
W•MODULATION IND~ ER/~ .. · · 
ACNs>;. ·NTH. HARMONIC AMPUTUDE · . 
ANCNI.)'•AN/ A.J•NTH H~RMONIC · I ·: FUNDAH~NT AL·: - . : . 
DIMENSION AC200)~·THETAC200:> .. AAC200:> .. ANC200) 
. CALL ASSIGNct .. 'HMI.D~T'). . 
CALL ASSIGNC2, 'HM3.DAT'.) 
CALh. 'ASSIGNCS.; 'HMS.DAT') · 





DO 60J•1 .. ~ · . 
W•.eS+CCJ-1.)/4.) 
DO 40NS•·! .. t 6, 2 . 
. EDC=C4·. ttV:>/CPI•NS) 
SUM.t•e·.·e 
DO 50I•L N' . , 
.. 
THETA~I:>•CC2.tti-1.~/2 .. )tt0 
DL•DELTttWttABSCSIN~THETACl))) 
AACI>•SINC·(NSttTHET ACl)))ttSINC CNS 
SUM1•SUH1-t·AACI:> 




·.· DO 70NN•t.. t 5 .. 2 
ANCNN>•ABSCA(NN).)/ At M 
CO~INUE · 
WRITECf..•>. W,ANCI) · . 
~ITEC2,ttf W,ANCS~ - · · 
·wlu:TEC3, tt) W, ANCS) . ..-·-· _ ;; . 
: ' WJUTE(~, •> w .. 'ANC7:> . . ' . 
. CONTINUE . ·. · 
STOP ·' ;> 
. £No ' . '· · ~ J 
' II tl . , 
... 




)/2) ~ ' 
·-
I ·l~ '· -1 
' . . •\ ' : 
. \ 
. '•"'.' ' ' 
I i . ' 
, . ,, ' 
. I 
I . ' . ,• .. 
'' .' 








; .. ' 
. .. 
' I , \ ' . I '' 
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' ·, \ . 
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c . · . · .-. FOURIER-ANAL vs:Is ·.oF PWM INVERTER.· · < • 
-t ' .. ·Dl.,(I) .. ·;._I T.H PU~S~ LO_CATION: .. ·. ::_,. ;::.: 
· C ·· . . · . THETA Cl)• I ... TH: PULSE LOCA liON'" · · 
. c . · ·  bEL.'T•DIST A NeE.: .srnEEN. succESSIVE ·PULSEs 
. c · . ~NUMBER ·or ·put:sEs PER HALF. CYCLE' · ·. · · . . . 
C . .' , W•t10DULAT.;IO~ INDEx ER/EC, TAKEN. AS "f" . 75.~ • s.~ ~ . ~S 
C . ·ACNS).• NTH' HARMONIC AMPLITUDE : . . . · 
C. . ANCNI)• NORMALISED HARMONIC .'AHPLITUD.E AWAt ~ 
oiHENsioN Ac2ee>,TMETAC200>,AAc2ee).~ANc2ee' 
CALL .ASSIGNC I, 'tit19 .. DAT') · ·_, . -• 
CALL. ASSI6NC.2.; 'HMI I .OAT') .. 
. CALL · ASSIGNC3~ 'Ht113·.DAT'') 
CALL . ASSIGNC4~'HHIS.OAT') ' 
\.1•1 .25 . . 
PI•3. t 415926 
v-·1.0 · , 
D0 ' 30N•3.,t3.2 
OELT•PI/N . 
DO 40NS•l .. . IS,2 . 
EDCa(4 ·. ttV)/CPJ:t•NS) 
SUMtae . e 
oo· se1-·1 ~ N ._ .. 
THETACI)a(C2. •I-1 -. >i2 ; )tt0EL T 
. DL•DELTttWwABSCSINCTHETACl))) . . 
"' . A.ACI>•SINCCNS•THETACI)))ttSINC'CNSMOl)/2) 
SUHI•SUHI+AACJ:) .·· . . 
5~ . CONT+NUV ,· . . . .. 
. ACNS)•EDCitSUMI . 
OONTIHUE . . 
AIM•C4.MV)/PI 
· .. DO 70NN•I.. .1 S, 2 · · 
. ANCNN)IIiABSCACNN))/Ar tM 
70 · CONTINUE · . · · · 
WRITEC1,tt) N.,ANC9) . 
WRITEC2.,ttl N.ANCII) 
WRITEC-3~••-> N,ANCIS> 
. ' . 
. . ' 
.. 








~ ·,, . 
~ _, ' 





· / . .' i 
.. I 
; . ! : 
30 
.. . 
WRITE C 4 .~ .* > N.~ AN CIS> 
CONTINUE . · 
STOP 
END ·• . . ' 
.... 
· \ 
,j \ · I \ . . I .r . 
I. 
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FOURI~ ANALYSIS OF· DELTA' HODULATEo·VAVE ' ' . . 
Dit1E~SION ' DLC 100),··TC100),A('U)0:> .. AAcl90);, AKC 100:>,BBC 1 -0~)) 
'tALL AS.~IGN"cL '~~OAT') · · .; . . : .: . · , . . . . 4 · 
.CALl ASSIGNC2, 'HMI'l ·.oAT':>- . ' ' ' 
CAU ASSl8NC3, 'HMI3 ',0Al~) ' 
· .. ."CAli. ASSISNC4, 'HHI6.DAl') 
'· . PULSE . WIDTH . DETERHINA liON . 
-·. VR•e.-75 . . . 
(j,· . : ~ t' 
... 
,I> . ' . .. : / 
.. 
• , I : 
·~ . . . 
/' 
.. : · OV~I.S ' · . ··. 
: DO 98JJ•I .. I 1 I . •• :_(_ 
. :. F:::w20·~~C'-'J•18:-t.e.) 
• · s-320:~. 
. ' 
.  
·. · PI~-4.ttATANC1.) · 
·-W•2. •PI•F' 
' " · . . 
: . · ~ ·... \ 
. ' . 
• 0 
. -~ j. 
. ( 
'• I 
. i .. 
.. , 
j, 




' l ; . I 








I :1 . . 
I..Ji 'i. I • ~ ., ;. 
.Y 
,- X•CDV+VRttSINCV~TC 1.)))/S 
~~.:.1 ( '? 0 ' ' ' ' • ' • • • 
IFCB.LE .. 88009S)G0 ·TO ·ut. 
. TCD•TCD+.'80880t' . , ' · , 
17 
.. "· :.; 
. ~ . . , . 
., ' . ' 
. . . :_ ,.1'-. 
' . 
. · ..... \; 
,, 
~ I • • • 
. ~ .. •. I 
. GO TO . I 7 . -· . . ' • • • 
, :~m::TCD•W ' , .. ,_' <: ;:_;;. '' ·,:; .. . . : ·• . •· . . . ' 
J;FCDLCD-CS>16~2~_,2ee· . . · : . • ·. . · •. : · .. · .. ; ~- . ,.· . - .'; 
18 
tC:~ 1 . . .. '0:- ~-_. \.. · : • , • : . .: · ; . :-! '· . . D02ti~2,38 . · ·_\ · . ~ · ·,·-- ~ .·; ._ . . · .. . . :: . . . : · ·· }"·l :::< > :_.~ ~ -; · : .. -.. 
TCI)•8.8 . -: _ :~ · . . . ,.· . . . . . . · . · · .. _ .. ; . 
"~'"'•I-1 · . ·. . • · . · · · . · · · , . · • . • ... · · .,·. 
61' • ' • "" ' I ' 
Y1•C2.1tDV+Stt CIK)':>/S . . . . · : . · • ·· . · . · · · .' -,. · , . ·~:... ~ 
. Y~.CCVRttSINC .~TCIK)')~V~~SINC·\I~TCI·)~)~C$~~~1 .·• ~~~~~:i:))!_. ·. · ~ .-... :·.: .·._· .. . . 






c-Y-TCI):· .. : .': r. •· .. · · .. ·•. · . .. ·- ~ -
IFCC.LE ..... 89ee9$)G0 10 ~ 28 · ·. -.'-'· . .. : ,, -. ,. .· · . . .. · .'. · . " . 
. . .TCI>•TC~)-tr •. 0e9eat· · \· . . :. __)·,. . . . .. · .~~, · · -.· .: .· ... · · 
· · • GO · TO .· 19 · · · r · · ' · 
28· :. . TCI)•Y . . . . . ·.')- . ·.·.. ~- -' . ."~ . ·. 0: ·;· 
. DtC·I>•TCI)•W . . .. . · . ·· · ~ : ~( -·.. .· >:o:_- ~ : .. .. _., 
K-Kot1 ' ., · . ' ' . '· . ,' . ' I .• ·: _: :'' ;'..:. 
' Oll!bLC~:>~QLCD ' ' . : . ' ,, . ;, ' ~ " ' . ,. I . . ·,. l' 
.. :~ .· fti;~$;88)!?/0 22 .• ., :; . ' , ' , ·. : \ . . ; :>': '·' '. ', 
. . " -.·.NP-1< . ·'. ' . . . • ' I . . ;• '' ·. ' I·. , · ' . ·: ~ -· · : , ' , • . ~ . ' .i ' .. ' . '·· ·~< ·:.·~-' : . ' 
·: . C· · ·:~ER ANALYSIS · ·. :_ . ·: · 1 • ·• • . f: ~ : ·,. ·  .. ·.-.·· '". :.·. : :< ·. . .. . ·,· .. ·· · · 
I . ", 1Vs-'IS . · . .. .. · ... · . ·.·· · .;'".'· , · ,·_ . ·· ·.· ' ' ... , _ . . · :,,, I ' ~ . • \ \ I I . : ... • ,' ,._ I 0 I ' I I ... I ,a : j, , • I ' • ' ' • ... • o • \• 
. DO ~INS·,~··~ ... ~j ·. ' '; ' ' ''.. ' . ' .. •, _._. .. ' ' ' ; ' •, .. .' ... .I 
'. . . ' . ' . ' :,i ' • ,· ' ,. ' ' .. ' ' .j '', ·. I ~ I 
i·: -,~ ·. ' '' . ' . ' . :' ,: .• .·): ··::. ~:--. ·· •, - ~: ..... ·-~ ·' .:>·~~·~'} ' ' :'· · · · . . ·' ... ·.' : . /".' ' ~ .. ·: 
·· , • ' ,. · ·~' : 'I : t. .I!'' ·,.:!- .' ' ' . ···:,·.· :._:, ·:·· ' .-:.,, ·.. ..  . ',' 
'- I i' I I I ''I , I ' .., I , ' •' • \ / ' . • tl I • ' •• . 
' . '\' .. I . • ~ ·- . ,· ;··: ,-. ,· ,. . .. •• 
. . .. l. . . ' ~ .. . , '\"' . " .• ' . . . . . ... . · \ ·· .. . -~ . . If. · ·,' . . '• ;. - _: : ·,: ·- .. · --··>·:·~ ... .. ·_' ._,_. . : ... · ..~< . : ' ,:f . • ':···· ·,' "< · , , ·.• · ·:." ' 
.· '• \. .. 
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ANALYSIS -OF DELTA .PWH INYERTER WITH PASSIVE 'LOAD - \ 
DIMENSION rC2'00:t .. DLC20~) .. 'AAC-400:> # AVC-400),-AIC-400) ,.BBC~ee:> 
ClttLL ASSIGNC I#' ALDAT''. · . / 
CALL. ~SSI6NC2, I A2. D"T';) . 
CALL ASSI6NC3,'A3.0AT'> 
CALL ASSI6NC~#'A4.~AT'> • 
PB-681.25 
BI•S._7 · 
• . BVaf uf' - . 
' 
·- ; ~ ~ -· 
: .c. 
. \~60.00 ' -~ 
> AR~SE ~IDTH DETERMINATION " 












--OV.•I .SQ . 
, DO .QOJJ·-1 .. I 0 . 
F•30. +CJJtt I 0.-10 .;) , ~: 
. 5•3100. . . ~ ·. ·. 
' \ PI_.,. ttATANC h) · . 
· W•2. ttPittF· . 
. -- .TC• . 900-45 . 
--.... -DT~:~~W•TC · ·- .__ 
r c 1 >•0 • e , . . 
X•CDV+VRttSINC\IttTtl :):>,IS· 
B=X-TCD . • . , . 
IFCB.LE .. 000005:>60 TO is 
TCD•TCD+.000001 · 
·GO. io t7 · 
T<D•X 
K•t 
DLC.t >•T( t >•W _ . _ 
·_IFCDL.C D-1 . 5)18., 290,200 




YI•C2.ttDV+SttTCIK))/S • . 
• 
. ' · 
Y2•CCVRttSINCW•TCIK>:>-VRttSINCWttTCI)))/CS•C-I . >••I>> 
Y•YI+Y2 • 
C•Y-TCI> 
IFCC.LE •• eaeees>GO · ro 20 · I 
rci>•TCI)+,,00000t .-- ·" 
~- GO TO t 9 · nt1' 
TCI>•Y . DLCI>•lCI}~\!. . 
K•K+I 
' 
. r. O.DLCI)-Dl.C D 
1 \_ ~FCQ.GE.2.8)G0 TO 22 
I 




/ \ ,.. ' ! 







I. ~ I 
-, ~ i 
. f I , J 
I i 














' • 0 
' I 
. ~ . 
























EOC•C2 ... VS:>/CPlMtJS) 
SUM I•SIN.CNSMOL ( 1 ) ) . · 
.. SUM2= t -COS CNS .. DL! 1 ) ) 
• DO . S0M=2, NP ' 
· · MNt::M+f . : -






' . . 
z;..c-1. -, .. .,HN / / .- . 
AACM)'2:~CCSINCNSttOL CM) >-SINCNSttCOL<:MM)+Di)))) 
·. BJ3CM)•ZttCCCOSCNSttDLCNH>+Di:>..:.coSC:NSttDLCM)))). 
~UM2•SUM'2-t-BB CM) . - . 







~VCUS>~EDC~SUM ·. ~ 
tONTINUE · 
GO TO -100 
CC~::t.0 











. CI~0 .. 0 ' . 
VI•0.0 ,· ··· ,. 






PF'•PTiCVIR .. CIR> 




. ' . 
I " '· ' • 
... 
... 



































-. . - ~ -~----. -~ -,- ------;.-- .:... ·- ----. - -
., .  -~ -----.:._ . . . 




·wRITEC t. tt~ ·fU .. Pi. 
WRI:rEC2,1t>. f"U, Vl 
WRITEC3,.tt) fU,Pf 
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. \ . . ' i ' STEADY ~TATE ANALYSIS OF ,I-PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR WITH DELTA. INVERTER i 
DIMENSION. TC300:> .. DLCS00).,AAC4f00). AVC-400), SC-i00).,R2~200), X2C200) . '' 
DIMENSION XMC200:>,X1C200:>~WSC280~ .. AZFC200),AZBC200~,RFC280:> . · · 
DIMENSION RBC200)~XF(2S0>,PCUC200),~INC200),XSC208>,RTC200),XTC200) 
DIMENSION ZTC2~:> .. AIC200:>,P6FC2 0),P68C200:>,TDC200).,PDC288> 
JfEAL · NR,Nl,Ll,L2,U1~ · , 




CALL ASSISNCI, 1 A-1 ; DAT' :> 
CAll ASSISNC2, 1 A2. DA-T' ~ 
CALL ASSI6NC3,'AS.DAT 1 :> 
CALL ASSISNC4.'A4~DAT') 
WC•37 · .. · · ~ . _. • 





. t8 . 
.. '6 






DV•t .S - ~ . 
DO 99JJ• t .. t t , t 
F=20.+CJJ•t0.-t0.:>: 
N i•ct 20 ;ttf)/P 
NR=0.9S,N1 . -" 
ss-3280 .. . 
. W•2.ttPI•F _ . · 
. PI•4f.•A.TAN~Ct .) • 
T.co-e:e · , · · . · 
· x~co.v~_v.R.~.S_I.m~u> > >/SS 
s-x~tct':> 1 
IF CB, LE. ~ B909S).S0 TO \ 8 
·TC 1 >•tC 1 )+. e0eet 
GO TO - l7 . '' 
TCD•X · . 
K•, . . 
. DLC D•TC t )tt\1 · 










19· · Vt•C2.ttDV+SS.•TCIK))/Ss . ~ · · · ' 
' . Y2•,,(VR~SINCW•TCIK))-VR•SI,N \lltl(I)))/CSS•C!.t. >••I)) . 
. Y•Yt+Y2· .. · . ·. . · . 
C•Y-'r.C:b··. . . 
IF cc·. LE .• ,00005)60 TO ·-20 
TC:I>•TCI)+.-eeeeet 













, ·~.,to-. • 
r.~ 
... . l; ··.-· 
. . I 
/ 
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I ·' I' 
' i 
L ' ! 
! . I 
I ' 
1 r · 
. ·i 
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Q•Dl.CI:>-Dl.C 1) . _ 
. -IFCQ.6E.3.00)GO TO 22 
CONTINUE 
DL(I()aPI . . 
tiP.K I 
VS~J 16.·0 . : · 
' . DO 48NS-I. ~ .. 2 
: EDC•C2. ttVS:>/CPI~NS) ' , 
. SUHI•SINCNSttblC I)) 
DO 50M-2. NP 
. H~•H+I 
HH•M--t 

















' • ' 
·r - . • • " 'IP , . ' . 
SO 'TO 100 
CC•'1 .9 
VS•115.0 ° I ~~N~•I,49,2 , ~ , ,' ~  
...,., -. ___:;-_._-_. ----~- -- --- AVC--NJe-«•'~IS~)~/~CPP:I9•P~~Y~;>--~-....---=- ------------:----:---:---:~J-----
3aa CONTINl:JE . • ~ -. 
I tee KCL-0.0 " l 1 !~·c=;:~:~J,ea,)QO -~o 2s __- J. 
SCICN)•C~.•N1-?~•ND . . · ' -l I ' 
SO :TO .- 14f 1· . . _ 
-·SCKN)•CKNttNI+NR>ICI<N•NI :> 
• J ~DUH• t • 9 · - • . , -




~ . .I 
XHCKN::>-KN•2. ttPI•L.H•F· · ·. .. 
'TYPE* .. XHCKN) ·. - · · 
, \ISCKN>-KNit2 ~ •PI . . . 
XCO~CC~CKN:>ttX2CKN>>•XHCKN))+(q~CKN:>•~CKN>>.X2CKN:>) 
AZFCI<N)~CR2CI<N)tt•2. )/~SCICN)••2. )+C(X~~I<N)+XJ1(KN>>••2 . ) 
. ', "' .· 
, 
I ' ' 
--- - -·--...,.. 
• 
.. ,. 












···- · ---"';" --
. 1 
90 











RT CKN:>.;. o SttRFCKN:>+ o SttCKN:>+R I . 
·XTC~N)~.S•XFCKN:>+.5ttXBCKN)~X1CKN> 
·ZTCKN)~~ORTCRTCKN).ttRTCKN:'>+XTCKN>ttXTCKN)) 
AICKNo)•AVCKN)/CZTC:KN:>•l. o414) " 
PGFCKN:>•AI(KN>~AICKN:>•oS•RFCKN) 
· PGBCKN>•AICKN>~AICKN>~.S~RBCKN> 
• PCUCKN>•S~KN)o~PSfCKNi>+C2 o -SCKN))•PGB.Ci<N) : 
PINCKN)•PGfCKN>.:.PGBCK~)+CAICKN)tttt2 o )ttR1 ··. 
' CONTINUE ·. · · ·· , · 0 
PDCKN>•PGFCKN>-PGBCKN:>-SCKN:>•PGFCKN)TC2.-SCKN>~PGBCKN) -
. . V•0o0 . - ~ · 0 • 
. APD•0 .9 · · · 
APCU•e·.e \ 
AII•0 .9 .. \ 
. API•0.9 
DO 132KK=1 .. 49 .. 2 
· APCU•APCU+PCLicKK:> · 






· AIN•SQRTCAI I) 
• , . oPO•APD- \lC . 
TO=PO/C C.i - SCi) )~\b 
EFf:'apQ/ API . 
• 0 
PF=API/CVI•AIN) 
WRnEC t .. '•>F .. PO 
WRITEC.2, •>F .. TO 
WRnEC3 .. -tt)F .. EF'F' 


















u [ . 
·~ 



























INPUT CURRENT TO. LO.AD AND VOLT AGE ·'WAVE DETERMINATION OF , O.E'-T A PWH 
INVERTER WITH PASSIVE LOAD . . 
DIMENSION TC200)~DLC200)JAA<~f0)JAVC400:>~AIC400:>,BBC~00) 
CALL ASSISNC2,'AI14.DAT') 
PULSE WIDTH DETERMINATION 








. X•CDV+VRttSINC\J•TC I )))/5 
• · 'B•X-TC D 
·IF (8. LE . .. 000005:>GO TO U3. 
' TCD•TCD+ ·.000001 
GO TO 17 
·TCD•X 
K•l 
DLC D•TC D•\J ! • . ,, ' ·~ ' 
IF COL' I)- t • 57) t 6, 200 .. 200 
K•1 ·_ _ . 




' , . 
.• 
· Y 1•(2. ttDV+SttTCIK))/S ) , - . 
Y2•CCVRttSINCWttTCIK>:>-VRttSINCWttTCI)))/CSwC-t . )tu~)) 
Y•YI+Y2 
C•Y-TCI:> . 
IFCC.LE .. 00000S:>GO TO 20 
TCI)•T.CI')+. 000001 




C•DLCI)-DLC D . 
IFCO'.GE.3 .. 1~)GO TO . 22 
CONTINUE · 
· · DL(J<)•PI 
NP•K 
FOU~ER ' ANALYSIS' 
VS•tft0.S' ' . 
DO 40NS•I ~ 19, 2 
· EDC•C2. ttVS)/CPittNS) · 
SUMI•SINCNSttDLC i ):> . 
SUH2•t-COSC~ttDLCI)) 
• J 























































SUHt•SUMI+AA<H> · . 
SUH2•SUH2+BBCH) 
I . I 
CONTINUE · \ 1 _ • 
SUH•SQRTCSUMt•SUMI+SUM2ttSUH2) 
AVCNS)•EDCttCSUM' ·\- -1 
· CONTINUE · \ 
· -·,so To 100 \ / 
.• 
cc~~ . \ 
DO 300~•1,19,2 l 
Y•NN . . 1\ 
AVCNN)•C4.ttVS)/CPI•Y> 
CONTINUE . . ! I • 
R•20. . , 
AL•0.0 1 · 








CI•0.0 . , 
DO 2~1 .. -19,.2 
V•V+AVCJ)ttSINCW•J•TT 
































































f ·. ·• 
... 














:. ' . 
A-42 
OElERH~NATION Or COMMUTATION PER SECOND 
DIMENSION ·DLC100),TC100:> .. AC100),AACI00:> .. AKCI00:>~BBCI00) 
CALL ASSI6NC2 .. 'CN3.DAT':> . 
PULSE WIDTH DETERMINATION 
VR•S.ee 
DV•1,.25 
. Oo 90JJ•I .. 13 
F•t0.+CJJ•ta:-ta:> 
S=390&- . . 





IFCS.LE .. 000005)9Q TO 18 
TC D•TC D+ .000081. ;. 
GO TO 17 
TCD•X 
K•1 · 
DLC I :>•Tcl:>•\1 . 
· IFCOLCD .GE .. 1.5~)~0 TO 200 
O'J' 21!•2,30 
\Tci:>•e.s 
- 'lK•I -1 . ''{ 
YI.•C2'. ttOV+S•TCIIO)/S •Jo . .. 
• 
Y2~CCVRttSIN~\IttTCIK:>:>-VRttSINC~TCl)))/CS•C•I .)ttttl~) 
~- .•. Y•Yt+Y2 
C•Y-TCI>. . 
IFCC.LE .. 00~00S:>GO TO 20 
TCI>•TCI)+.000~1 











\oiRITEC2,•>F .. NC 
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